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Summary

This study explores the influence of the wave characteristics on the attenuation pro-
cess of waves through coastal mangroves, which are threatened by the coastal mangrove
squeeze phenomenon.

Coastal mangrove squeeze is the phenomenon where coastal regions, even when
sediment availability is sufficient, are eroding due to a lack of accommodation space
caused by the land use on the landside and by sea level rise on the waterside. Along the
Mekong Delta Coast, only a narrow strip of mangroves of less than 140 m is left at the
locations where a strong erosion of up to 100 myr−1 is observed. Furthermore, observa-
tions at the southeastern and the eastern coasts of the Mekong Delta are, that a mangrove
width ranging from approximately 30 m to260 m and 140 m on average, appears to be
stable. Therefore, a hypothesis regarding coastal mangrove squeeze is proposed based
on the empirical relationship between mangrove forest width and coastline evolution.
The hypothesis is proposed, that a minimum space of coastal mangroves is required for
a sustainable development of the mangrove forest.

To start, a schematized model mimicking the wave attenuation processes in the Soc
Trang province was built using the XBeach model. The simulation results showed that
there was a large difference between the attenuation process of long waves and short
waves. While the short-wave height was substantially reduced to almost zero after pass-
ing through 100 m of mangrove width, the long waves (low frequency wave height) were
able to penetrate much further, to about 10 % of the wave height at the seaward edge
of the mangroves after 300 m, and to almost zero after 1000 m into the mangrove forest.
In this context, within the mangrove forest the long waves appear to play a more impor-
tant role in creating a favorable environment for seedlings and sedimentation than short
waves.

In order to obtain more insight, a unique laboratory experiment of wave attenua-
tion through mangroves was set up and conducted at Delft University of Technology.
The experiment, comprising different scenarios covering a wide range of wave charac-
teristics, included different wave heights and periods, as well as regular, irregular, bro-
ken and non-broken waves. The experimental results confirmed the role of vegetation
in damping the wave energy. Furthermore, it was shown that, in certain scenarios, the
wave height damping processes were significantly affected by the non-linearity of the
waves. In other words, waves with a different wave height, wave period and wavelength
attenuated differently inside the vegetation region. In this context, evaluating the wave
height damping processes in terms of the length of mangrove width seemed no longer
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appropriate, as a dependence of wave height reduction within mangroves on their char-
acteristic could not be seen. Therefore, a new and more effective wave transmission
coefficient was proposed, where the wave height reduction was evaluated according to
a relative length, i.e. the number of wavelengths.

Furthermore, in order to clarify the dependence of wave height reduction on the
characteristics of waves, the Ursell number was introduced. The results illustrate that the
wave attenuation processes are significantly affected by the wave characteristics when
the Ursell number is within a range of 0 to 250. Nevertheless, when the Ursell num-
ber is larger than 250, the wave attenuation processes appeared to be independent of
the wave characteristics. Moreover, the laboratory experimental data were used to val-
idated the SWASH model, including different types of waves, such as long waves and
short waves. The model with default parameters can well reproduce the transformation
and attenuation processes of incoming waves through mangroves. In this context, the
numerical model can be used to broaden the experiment, i.e. to increase the length of
the mangrove in the experiment. Consequently, the wave attenuation rate of over up to
ten wavelengths could be predicted. In this way, the wave attenuation rate for a specific
mangrove density can be presented as a function of the number of wave lengths and the
Ursell number, using experimental data and extended numerical results.

As wave characteristics were shown to play a role in the attenuation process of waves
through vegetation, it is essential to investigate the attenuation process of different types
of waves, including long waves, short waves, bound long waves, free long waves, and
mixed bound and free long waves. The experimental results suggest that long waves re-
quire a further distance, depending on their corresponding lengths to dampen at the
same attenuation rate achieved by short waves. Although long waves appear to pen-
etrate further inside the mangrove than short waves, the damping rate per number of
wavelengths of the long waves is larger than that of short waves for conditions tested. It
is suggested that free long waves have the larger attenuation rate and bound long waves
have the smaller attenuation rate. It is also seen that bound long waves and mixed bound
and free long waves strongly depend on the wave characteristics, while free long waves
are more independent on the wave non-linearity.

Last but not least, in order to understand the knowledge as obtained from field infor-
mation, a real scale schematized numerical model mimicking natural mangrove bathyme-
tries was built in SWASH. The outcome of the numerical model showed that the bathymetry
within mangroves does have an influence on the wave characteristics around and within
the mangrove forest. The steeper the slope inside the mangrove forest, the larger the
wave height propagating at the edge of mangroves and the faster the normalized wave
energy is dissipated inside the mangrove forest. The larger the slopes in front of the man-
grove forest, the larger the wave heights in front of the mangrove forest and the slower
the wave height energy absorption inside the mangrove forest. To conclude, the smaller
the mangrove width, the larger the significant wave height inside the mangroves and the
slower the attenuation processes.

Despite the increased understanding reported in the various chapters, many knowl-
edge gaps still exist. This dissertation concludes that the most challenging efforts to im-
prove our further understanding are real scale validations and simulations of bed and
suspended sediment processes.



Samenvatting

In deze studie wordt de invloed onderzocht van specifieke golf kenmerken op het dem-
pingsproces van golven binnen mangroven onder druk van het zgn. vernauwingsfeno-
meen in de mangrovebossen aan de kust (in deze tekst: “coastal mangrove squeeze phe-
nomenon”).

“Coastal mangrove squeeze” is het fenomeen van erosie in kustgebiedn, zelfs wan-
neer voldoende sediment beschikbaar is, als gevolg van het ontbreken aan accommo-
datieruimte en veroorzaakt door de druk aan beide kanten, zowel aan de landkant door
landgebruik en aan de waterkant door zeespiegelstijging. Langs de kust van de Mekong
Delta bevindt zich slechts nog een smalle strook mangroven van minder dan 140 m, daar
waar een sterke erosie van tot 100 myr−1 wordt waargenomen. Bovendien tonen obser-
vaties aan de zuidoostelijke en de oostelijke kusten van de Mekong Delta dat een man-
grovebreedte variërend van ongeveer 30 m tot 260 m, en gemiddeld 140 m, stabiel lijkt te
zijn. Daarom wordt een hypothese over de “coastal mangrove squeeze” voorgesteld op
basis van de empirische relatie tussen de breedte van een mangrove bos en de evolutie
van de kustlijn. De hypothese stelt, dat een minimale ruimte van mangroven aan de kust
is vereist voor een duurzame ontwikkeling van het mangrove bos.

Om te beginnen werd een geschematiseerd model gebouwd met het XBeach model,
de golf dempingsprocessen in de provincie Soc Trang nabootsend. De simulatieresulta-
ten toonden aan dat er een groot verschil was tussen het dempingsproces van lange gol-
ven en dat van korte golven. Terwijl de korte golfhoogte aanzienlijk gereduceerd werd tot
bijna nul na het passeren van 100 m brede mangroven, waren de lange golven (lage fre-
quentiegolf hoogte) in staat om verder door te dringen, nl. tot ongeveer 10% van de golf-
hoogte aan de zeewaartse rand van de mangroves na 300 m, en tot bijna nul na 1000 m
binnen het mangrove bos. In deze context, lijken de lange golven een belangrijkere rol
te spelen in het creëren van een gunstige omgeving voor zaailingen en sedimentatie bin-
nen het mangrove bos dan korte golven.

Om meer inzicht te krijgen werd een uniek experiment van golfdemping in man-
groven opgezet en uitgevoerd in een laboratorium van de TU Delft. Het experiment,
bestaande uit verschillende scenario’s met een breed scala aan golfkenmerken, omvatte
ook verschillende golfhoogten en periodes, evenals regelmatige, onregelmatige, onge-
broken en gebroken golven. De experimentele resultaten bevestigden de rol van vege-
tatie in het dempen van de golfenergie. Bovendien werd aangetoond dat in bepaalde
scenario’s de golfhoogte dempingsprocessen significant beïnvloed werden door de niet-
lineariteit van de golven. Met andere woorden, golven met een verschillende golfhoogte,
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golfperiode en golflengte zwakten op verschillende wijzen binnen het vegetatiegebied
af. In deze context is de evaluatie van de golfhoogte-dempingsprocessen in termen van
de lengte van de mangrove breedte niet meer relevant; namelijk, afhankelijkheid van
golfhoogtevermindering binnen mangroves op hun kenmerken kon niet worden vastge-
steld. Daarom werd een nieuwe en meer effectieve golf transmissiecoëfficiënt voorge-
steld, waar de golfhoogte-reductie werd geëvalueerd volgens een relatieve lengte, d.w.z.
het aantal golflengten.

Tevens werd het Ursell getal ingevoerd om de afhankelijkheid van golfhoogtevermin-
dering op de kenmerken van golven te verduidelijken. De resultaten illustreren dat de
golfdempingsprocessen aanzienlijk worden beïnvloed door de golfkenmerken wanneer
het Ursell getal binnen 0 tot 250 ligt. Niettemin, wanneer het Ursell getal groter is dan
250 bleken de golfdempingsprocessen niet gerelateerd te zijn aan de golfkenmerken. Te-
vens werden de experimentele gegevens van het laboratorium gebruikt om het SWASH
model te valideren, met inbegrip van verschillende soorten golven, zoals lange golven en
korte golven. Het model met standaardparameters is in staat om de transformatie- en
dempingsprocessen van inkomende golven door mangroven goed te reproduceren. In
deze context kan het numerieke model worden gebruikt om het experiment uit te brei-
den, i.e. toename van de lengte van de mangroven in het experiment. Derhalve kan de
golfdempingssnelheid van meer dan maximaal tien golflengten worden voorspeld. Op
deze manier kan met behulp van de experimentele gegevens en de uitgebreide nume-
rieke resultaten de golfdempingsratio voor een specifieke mangrovedichtheid worden
gepresenteerd als een functie van het aantal golflengtes en het Ursell getal.

Daar aangetoond werd dat golfkenmerken een rol spelen in het verzwakkingspro-
ces van golven door vegetatie, is het essentieel om het verzwakkingsproces van verschil-
lende types van golven, met inbegrip van lange golven, korte golven, gebonden lange
golven, vrije lange golven en gemengde gebonden en vrije lange golven te onderzoeken.
De experimentele resultaten suggereren dat lange golven een langere afstand vereisen,
afhankelijk van hun overeenkomstige lengtes om dezelfde dempingssnelheid te bereiken
als korte golven. Hoewel lange golven verder lijken door te dringen in de mangrove dan
korte golven, is de dempingratio per aantal golflengtes van de lange golven groter dan die
van korte golven voor de geteste omstandigheden. Er wordt gesuggereerd dat vrije, lange
golven een groter dempingratio hebben en gebonden lange golven een lagere dempings-
snelheid. Opgemerkt kan worden dat gebonden lange golven en gemengde, gebonden
en vrije, lange golven sterk afhankelijk zijn van de golfkenmerken, terwijl de vrije lange
golven onafhankelijker zijn van de niet-lineariteit van golven.

Ten slotte, om de kennis en informatie verkregen uit het veld te begrijpen, werd een
geschematiseerd numeriek model op schaal, met de natuurlijke mangrove dieptemetin-
gen nagebootst, gebouwd in SWASH. De uitkomst van het numerieke model toont aan
dat de bathymetry binnen de mangroven invloed uitoefent op de golfkenmerken rond
en binnen het mangrovebos. Hoe steiler de helling in het mangrove bos, hoe hoger de
golfhoogte stijging aan de rand van de mangroven en hoe sneller de genormaliseerde
golfenergie wordt gereduceerd in het mangrove bos. Hoe steiler de hellingen aan de
voorkant van het mangrovebos, hoe groter de golfhoogten aan de voorkant van de man-
grovebos en hoe langzamer de energieabsorptie van de golfhoogte in het mangrovebos.
Tot slot, hoe smaller de breedte van de mangrove, hoe groter de significante golfhoogte
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in de mangroven en hoe langzamer de dempings- processen.
Ondanks de toegenomen kennis en besef van het belang van de processen beschre-

ven in de verschillende hoofdstukken, bestaan er nog steeds lacunes. Dit proefschrift
concludeert dat de grootste uitdaging de verdieping van ons begrip ligt in de validaties
op werkelijke schaal en in de simulaties van bedding en zwevend sedimentprocessen.





Chapter 1

Introduction

The Earth is 4.6 billion years old. Let’s scale that to 46 years. We have been here for 4
hours. Our industrial revolution began 1 minute ago.

In that time, we have destroyed more than half of the world forests.

sciencealert.com.au
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope and context of the research

T He attenuation of waves through mangrove forest, i.e. the reduction of the wave
height inside the mangroves, will be investigated in this thesis; in specific the related

“squeeze phenomenon”, i.e. where the mangrove forest width is restricted, will be focus
of the research.

Mangroves are species of trees to be recognized by their complex system of roots
and stems (Chapman, 1976) developing mostly in the tropical and sub-tropical regions
(Alongi, 2009), and living at the intertidal area of the sea water and the land (Duke and
Schmitt, 2016). Mangrove roots, stems and canopies (see Figure 1.1) provide an effective
tool to inhibit and damp the incoming waves and flows, enhancing fine sediment to be
deposited (Kathiresan, 2003). Therefore, it is assumed that the presence of mangrove
forests fosters coastal stability reduces erosion induced by flows and waves (Furukawa
et al., 1997; Mazda et al., 1995; Wolanski et al., 1990). Mangroves are very sensitive and
important ecosystem in the prevention of coastal erosion.

Figure 1.1: Typical mangroves and its complex roots, stems and canopy in the Mekong Delta coast, Vietnam.
Photo taken by Marcel Stive, 2015.

However despite the importance role of mangroves in the protection of the shore-
line, mangrove forests are one of the most vulnerable ecosystems of the world (Gilman
et al., 2008). Mangroves are usually cleared for fish-farming, agriculture (Larson, 2004;
Polidoro et al., 2010) and other human activity, and more than 30% of mangroves have
disappeared worldwide (Makowski and Finkl, 2018). Consequently, a severe degradation
of mangroves has been usually observed along with the erosion of the coastal regions
(Phan et al., 2015; Truong et al., 2017).

It should be noted that changes and influences induced by humans are the first to
affect the hydrodynamics of the ecosystem, i.e. the incoming waves and the attenuation
processes of waves in front of and inside the coastal mangrove forest (Yu and Zhang,
2011). Furthermore, the motion of water, caused by waves and tides is of primary im-
portance for the biochemical, trophodynamic and morphodynamic processes inside the
mangrove forest and in particular, long waves are the dominant factor controlling the
movement of water and sedimentation within a mangrove forest (Massel et al., 1999).
Human interventions can directly or indirectly affect incoming waves, reflecting waves
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and the attenuation processes of waves inside the mangrove forest, and thereby may
also have a considerable influence on the growing conditions of the mangroves. How-
ever, knowledge about this topic is still quite limited. The attenuation of surface waves
by mangrove trees as well as the mutual interactions between the attenuation process
and the changes in hydraulic boundary conditions caused by human intervention is un-
known, especially in the context of the presence of long waves, which has only been
recognized in recent decades (Masselink, 1995).

Wind-generated waves, or so called wind waves, are surface waves that are generated
on the open surface of oceans, seas or rivers when the wind is blown over a large fluid
surface area (Kinsman, 2002). Wind waves can travel thousands of kilometers before
reaching and entering a mangrove forest. Since the 1980s, the presence of long waves
has been recognized (Masselink, 1995). Long waves, or so called low frequency waves,
also known as infra-gravity waves, are waves created offshore as bound long waves or
at the surf zone as free long waves (Hamm et al., 1993). When high frequency waves
(short waves) propagate toward the foreshore, they change their amplitude due to the
changes in the water depth and thereby lose their energy and break over the location of
depth changes (Agnon, 1993; Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1964). In this way, bound
low frequency waves may be released to propagate freely becoming free long waves.
Furthermore, wave energy can also be transferred from high frequency waves to low
frequency waves through the fluctuation of wave set-up in response to fluctuations in
incident wave amplitude (List, 1991) or the movement of break points (Schäffer, 1993;
Symonds et al., 1982). These mechanisms can occur simultaneously depending on the
boundary conditions. Therefore, in reality, long waves can include bound long waves,
free long waves and a mixture between the two of them. The presence of these types of
waves and their propagation and penetration into the mangrove forest definitely play an
important role for the mangrove system from the environmental engineering aspects.

This thesis is a story about coastal mangroves and waves. A range of disciplines,
from environmental aspects to specific topics of wave attenuation inside mangroves,
are explored. Therefore, different approaches are required during the study, comprising
physical, analytical and numerical model. The most fundamental focus of this study is
to understand the penetration process of surface waves through mangroves and to relate
this process to a study of the “squeeze” phenomenon in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam.

1.2 Coastal mangroves: a delicate balance

C Oastal ecological system in general and mangroves in particular are being damaged
by changes brought by people on the coastal land as well as in the coastal waters sur-

rounding them. It should be note that more than a billion people live in coastal regions
in the world (Neumann et al., 2015). As a consequence, increasing human construction
in coastal regions results in an increasing amount of toxic waste, garbage being dumped
into the coastal environment, and thus damaging the coastal ecological systems. Addi-
tionally, sea level rise caused by the warming climate has also put more pressure on the
coastal wetland system which are already suffering from intensive human interventions.

As a result, there are more and more regions of inundation, salt intrusion, man-
grove degradation and shoreline erosion (Erlandson, 2008; Zhang et al., 2004). Along
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the Mekong Delta coast, coastal mangroves have degraded and the coasts are suffering
from erosion at a rapid rate of 50 to 100 myr−1 (SIWRR, 2010). The increase of local fish-
farms is considered to be the main reason for the consequential degradation of coastal
mangroves (Renaud and Kuenzer, 2012). Many attempts to recover the coastal mangrove
system and to protect the coastal region from erosion as for example, by planting thou-
sands of mangrove trees and hard solutions, i.e. the defensive concrete structures, are
taking place along the Mekong Delta Coast. However, these solutions do not have the
wished for effect. The mangrove trees that were planted do not survive after few seasons
(Seto and Fragkias, 2007); the concrete structures are considered controversial regarding
the long-term and environmental perspective (Nordstrom, 2014).

Figure 1.2: Examples of mangrove restoration project including soft solutions (left panel) and hard solution
(righ panel) along the Mekong Delta coast, Vietnam.

Coastal mangroves can retreat landward to deal with the sea-level rise, however, hu-
man interventions usually disturb this process, and thereby sometimes making the sit-
uation even worse (Doody, 2004; Torio and Chmura, 2013). An accurate understanding
of the interactions between a sea dike or fish-farm and the wave attenuation by coastal
mangroves is still lacking. Consequently, the achievement and success of restoration
projects is quite restricted.

In the literature, wave attenuation studies through coastal mangroves have mostly
been conducted for a healthy mangrove forest and where the mangrove width is not re-
stricted. In the Mekong Delta, however, in most locations only a narrow strip of man-
groves of about 100-600 m is left (Phan et al., 2015; Truong et al., 2017). In the case study
of the mangroves in Mekong Delta, the attenuation of waves, especially long waves, has
not been taken into account. The sediment and nutrient exchange through the wave at-
tenuation processes are considered an important factor for a sustainable development
of the mangrove system and in our case, of the Mekong Delta mangrove forest.

In summary, insufficient knowledge about the coastal mangroves and its correspond-
ing dominant hydrodynamic processes make it difficult to (1) understand how and why
coastal mangroves keep degrading, (2) explain why regions with degraded mangrove
usually suffer from more erosion, and (3) propose long term management strategies.
These initial issues are the fundamental inspirations of this study.
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1.3 Key research questions

A S described in the previous section, there are scientific knowledge gaps in (1) under-
standing the possible relationship between the coastal mangrove forest width and

the erosion of the coastal region; (2) the attenuation of waves, short waves as well a long
waves, through a coastal mangrove system; and (3) the mutual interaction between dif-
ferent types of waves (long waves, short waves and the mixture of them) within a man-
grove forest. In order to find appropriate answers for these knowledge gaps, the gaps are
formulated into research questions.

The main question of the research can be stated as follows: “How do the wave at-
tenuation processes respond to forces and changes in squeezed coastal mangroves?”.
The term wave attenuation processes refers to the reduction of the wave height induced
by the presence of vegetation, the term squeeze is related to the restricted width of the
mangrove forest due to the construction of sea dikes land ward. Based on the main re-
search question, several key and sub-key questions can be formulated.

1: “What are the characteristics of coastal mangroves?” (Chapter 2)
2: “Why and how do coastal mangrove forests degrade ?” (Chapter 2)
3: “How does wave non-linearity affects the wave attenuation?” (Chapter 3)
4: “How does the infragravity wave attenuation by vegetation? ”(Chapter 4)
5 : “To what extent can the knowledge obtained be applied to a real situation, i.e. how
is the wave attenuation manifested through a coastal mangrove squeeze in the Mekong
Delta ?” (Chapter 5)

1.4 Research methodology and outline

T O begin with, mangrove settings in the Mekong Delta coast have been studied through
the current literature. The coastal evolution data were collected along with the data

of the mangrove forest in all its aspects, but most important for this research, especially
the aspect of width. Then, a hypothesis of the coastal mangrove squeeze phenomenon
was proposed using an empirical relationship between the mangrove forest width and
the coastal evolution data. The explanations were given based on the results of a numer-
ical model, constructed with the state-of-the-art XBeach vegetation model.(Chapter 3)

Subsequently, in order to study the propagation and attenuation processes of waves
by vegetation in more detail, a unique laboratory experiment mimicking the coastal
mangrove in the Mekong Delta was conducted. The experimental data (the wave height)
was collected and analysed.(Chapter 4).

A numerical model mimicking the experiment was constructed in Swash and Swan
(Chapter 4). The numerical results were validated using the experimental data, showing
the capability of the model in the simulation of wave attenuation processes. The numer-
ical model was then used to expand to the reality scale schematised model mimicking
the coastal region of the Mekong Delta. The attenuation of long and short waves was
approached at a real scale (Chapter 5). In chapter 6 a synthesis of the conclusions and
recommendations for a healthy Mekong Delta mangrove are presented.
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Chapter 2

Coastal Mangrove Squeeze in The
Mekong Delta

When it hurts-observe;
Life is trying to teach you something.

Anita Krizzan

Along the Mekong eastern and southeastern coast, mangrove degradation and rapid coast-
line erosion are observed at many locations. At these locations, the mangrove forests usu-
ally consist of a narrow strip only, sometimes as narrow as 100 m. This mangrove squeeze
is mainly due to the construction of sea dikes in a quest for the creation of space for culti-
vation and the prevention of salinity intrusion. The basic assumption behind our work is
that there is a critical minimum width of a coastal mangrove forest strip to keep its abil-
ity to stay stable or, once surpassing the minimum width, to promote sedimentation. The
larger the width the more efficient the attenuation of waves and currents will be, offering
both a successful seedling and sedimentary environment. Our analysis of available data
both from literature and from satellite observations supports our basic assumption: an
average critical width of 140 m is found for the southeastern and eastern Mekong Delta
coast as a minimum width to sustain a healthy mangrove forest. To further our insights
into the efficiency of mangrove to attenuate wave energy as a function of their width we
have applied a state-of-the-art wave propagation model that includes both short and long
waves. Our results confirm earlier results from the literature that short waves are indeed
attenuated very rapidly over distances shorter than the critical width, but as we show for
the first time infragravity waves penetrate over much larger distances. We therefore hy-
pothesize that the decay of long waves plays a crucial role in the health of the mangrove.

Parts of this chapter have been published in Journal of Coastal Research, Volume 31 , Issue 23, pages 243–253.
Linh, K. Phan., Van Thiel de Vries, J. S . M. , and Stive, M. J. F (2015). Coastal mangrove squeeze in the Mekong
Delta, Vietnam.
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2.1 Introduction

The Mekong Deltaic River System (MDRS) in Vietnam (also known as the Cuu Long or
the “Nine Dragons”, because of the nine river outlets, although presently only now eight
are left (see Figure 2.1) covers an area of 39000 km2 and is home to more than 17 million
inhabitants. Although this is not very well known, this region is as populated as that of a
country of similar size like the Netherlands, which is known as one of the most populated
in the world. This is an important reason for the pressure on coastal land use.

Figure 2.1: (A) Location of the study site in Southeast Asia. (B) Map of the Mekong Delta in Vietnam showing
mangrove locations by green dots (after Spalding et al. (2010)); location of places mentioned in the text and
the coastline evolution from 1989 to 2002. Places that were chosen to analyze coastline evolution in relation to
mangrove space are numbered from 1 to 18. Place names are given in Table 2.1.

The MDRS shapes its initial course at Phnom Penh, Cambodia, where the river di-
vides into two main distributaries, the Mekong (Tien River) and the Bassac (Hau River).
The Tien then divides into five and formally six main channels and the Hau into three
channels to form the original Nine Dragons of the MDRS. The Mekong deltaic coast,
which has progressed in the Holocene from the Cambodian border to its present po-
sition, is historically rich in sediment with an overall sedimentation of both sand and
fines (silt and clay), creating a coastline of both mangrove and non mangrove sections
(Nguyen et al., 2000). The average suspended sediment concentrations (SSC) from 1993
to 2000 reach approximately 100 mg/L, 50 mg/L, and 80 mg/L at Tan Chau, Can Tho, and
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My Thuan stations, respectively (Figure 2.1B) (Lu and Siew, 2005). Along the South China
Sea, the Mekong Delta coast can be characterized respectively into the eastern zone from
Tien Giang Province to Soc Trang Province featuring an estuarine environment, and the
south eastern zone from Soc Trang Province to Ca Mau Cape featuring a transient tidal
and coastal environment (Figure 2.1B).

Presently, sedimentation still prevails near the estuarine inlets (Figure 2.1B), but due
to natural and human-induced causes, erosion is occurring away from the inlets and it
is anticipated that erosion will increase in the future for several reasons: the increas-
ing number of dams in the Mekong River capturing SSC, the increasing human-induced
subsidence due to groundwater extraction, and climate-change-induced sea level rise
(IUCN, 2011). The decrease of SSC and of mangrove health due to coastal mangrove
squeeze is causing a high human-induced impact, which is our subject of interest. This
coastal region experiences the compound impacts from climate change and human in-
tervention most clearly. Coastal recession contributes to the loss of mangrove and land
and increases salinity intrusion, creating problems for many functions, such as agricul-
ture and aquaculture and coastal infrastructure. Although this is a very important area,
the south eastern and eastern coasts are as yet quite understudied.

The recognition that coastal ecosystems will increase to retreat landward when rela-
tive sea level is rising has been noted abundantly in the literature (Gilman et al., 2007).
However, whenever coastal development such as urbanization, agriculture, aquaculture,
and infrastructure plays a role as a blocking barrier, this will stop this migration and lead
to the loss of valuable coastal habitats (Feagin et al., 2010). This loss was recognized
by Doody (2004) as “coastal squeeze” when this author realized the necessity of keeping
space for “coastal habitats to operate”. The term coastal squeeze then is used more fre-
quently by other researchers Gilman et al. (2007); Torio and Chmura (2013) when coastal
habitats such as mangrove and other tidal wetlands are in danger because of sea-level
rise and limiting the available space for migration landward. We therefore adopt the
term “coastal mangrove squeeze” in this paper to emphasize the very same situation
that is now operating on the Mekong Delta coast in Vietnam.

2.2 Method

After our description of the study site and the mangrove forests in their local and inter-
national context, we first present our analysis of our observations of mangrove widths
and coastal behavior and compare this with existing literature. We then apply numeri-
cal process-based models to investigate in more detail the decay of both high-frequency
and low-frequency wave damping. This we consider as a new addition to the research
that has been done today. The low-frequency wave damping has not been considered
in the international literature and we hypothesize that this is an important process that
cannot be ignored.

2.2.1 Study Site in Global and Regional Context

Mangroves can be classified according to quite different environmental factors. On a
global scale mangroves are divided into six tropical regions on the basis of their conti-
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nental border: western America, eastern America, western Africa, eastern Africa, Indo-
Malesia, and Australia (Duke, 1992). Vietnam belongs to the Indo-Malesian class of the

Figure 2.2: Two different systems of mangrove and sea dike locations along the southeastern coast and the
eastern coast of MDRS. (A) Sea dikes are located right behind mangrove forest. (B) Human intervention is
found in between sea dike and mangrove forest.

most biodiverse region in the world (Alongi, 2002). Mangroves can also be defined into
six classes according to their physiognomy: fringing, riverine, overwash, basin, scrub,
and hammock (Lugo and Snedaker, 1974), in which coastal mangrove distributed along-
shore and often exposed to waves is recognized as fringing mangrove. Woodroffe (1992)
created a ternary diagram by adding the dominant physical process of tide-dominated,
river-dominated, and interior mangrove into this classification. Then Ewel et al. (1998)
proposed a hybrid of these two systems above by referring to tide-dominated mangrove
as fringe mangrove, river-dominated mangrove as riverine mangrove, and interior man-
grove as basin mangrove.

According to these classifications, coastal mangrove in the MDRS can be character-
ized as fringe mangrove under tide dominance. It is estimated that nearly 40% of the
mangrove forests in southern Vietnam were destroyed during the Vietnam War (1962–1971)
(Hong and San, 1993). Over 20% of about 600,000 ha of the total mangrove-forested re-
gions of South Vietnam was defoliated in 1968 by chemical spraying. Since 1975 man-
grove forests initially recovered as a result of both natural regeneration and manual plant-
ing. However, in the 1980s and early 1990s the mangrove forests were again heavily de-
stroyed because of timber overexploitation for construction, charcoal, and conversion
of forest land into aquaculture-fisheries farming systems (Christensen et al., 2008). By
the mid-1990s forest-felling bans were imposed and the forest enterprises were forced
to replant and protect the forest rather than utilize it; however, by 1999 the felling ban
ceased.

Nowadays, along the eastern (locations 1 to 7) and south eastern (locations 8 to 18)
coasts, there are many locations where mangrove degradations are observed. At these
locations, the mangrove forests usually consist of a narrow strip only, sometimes as nar-
row as 100 m. This mangrove squeeze is mainly due to the construction of primary sea
dikes protecting the hinterland against flooding or smaller secondary sea dikes in front
of the primary sea dikes protecting aquaculture (Figure 2.2). Government officials usu-
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Figure 2.3: Monthly offshore wave parameters at Bach Ho station, situated 150 km offshore MDRS (see Fig 1A);
the wave height and wave period reach their maximum value in December. Data were collected from 1986
until 2006.

ally blame the mangrove loss as well as dike collapse on sea-level rise and stronger wave
action (IUCN, 2011). However, we hypothesize that mangrove squeeze due to the con-
struction of the sea dikes is the main reason for mangrove loss and dike collapse. Sub-
sidence due to natural causes and groundwater extraction may play a role as well. The
basic assumption behind our work is that there is a critical minimum width of a coastal
mangrove forest strip to keep its ability to stay stable or, once surpassing the minimum
width, to promote sedimentation. The larger the width the more efficient the attenua-
tion of waves and currents will be, offering a successful environment for both propagules
and sedimentation.

The MDRS and its directly adjacent coasts have historically been under the influence
of both the freshwater discharge and the actions of the tide. The freshwater discharge is
very high during the flood season, especially during September and October, with an av-
erage maximum flow rate of 25500 m3 s−1, whereas during the relatively long dry season
the flow is quite low, with an average lowest monthly discharge of about 2300 m3 s−1 in
April (Tri, 2012). Especially in the dry season the tidal flows dominate. Tides in this re-
gion of the South China Sea have a semi diurnal character with a high range (more than
2 m at mean tide, increasing to 4 m at spring tide). As the tidal range decreases toward
Ca Mau Cape, the number of diurnal tidal days and the diurnal characteristics increase,
causing the tide to display a more diurnal than semi diurnal appearance. This is due to
non-linear interactions caused by the impact of the large shelf width on the tidal char-
acteristics.

Although the coastal environment of the MDRS is traditionally classified as a tide-
dominated environment this system is increasingly more influenced by waves as the
SSCs discharged by the Mekong River are observed to decrease, which increases the im-
pact of waves (Ta et al., 2002). Offshore winds and waves at the East Sea are measured
at some 150 km offshore at Bach Ho station (Figure 2.1A) (Hoang and Nguyen, 2006).
In winter (November to April) the NE monsoon is dominating and blowing from NE
to SW; in summer (May to October) the SW monsoon is dominating and blowing from
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Figure 2.4: Monthly offshore wave parameters at Bach Ho station, situated 150 km offshore MDRS (see Fig 1A);
the wave height and wave period reach their maximum value in December. Data were collected from 1986
until 2006.

SW to NE. On the basis of the observed data, the average and maximum wave heights
(Hav ,Hmax ) and wave period (Tav , Tmax ) for every month at Bach Ho station can be ob-
served in Figure 2.3. In the dry season, the highest wave height and period are 10.5 m
and 11.5 s, respectively. At this time strong wave energy with waves of 4 m significant
height occur, whereas in the rainy season, wave heights are not larger than 3 m and Ts = 5
to 12 s. Although the waves offshore can be very high, we will show later in our modelling
approach that the very gentle slopes of the foreshore cause a strong damping of the wave
heights to arrive inshore. This also implies that annual variations in the wave data need
not be considered.

2.2.2 Observations of Mangrove Width and Coastline Evolution

In this section we investigate our hypothesis that once mangrove width is under squeeze,
i.e. when either the primary or the secondary dike is too close to the non vegetated
foreshore, erosion is usually occurring and the health of the mangrove forest is under
stress (see Figure 2.2 showing an illustrated schematization). The sections that we have
chosen are near the estuarine inlets, so that sediment availability should not be a limiting
factor. These two systems are found both along the south eastern coast and the eastern
coast.

The first system is Google-illustrated at Go Cong 1 and 2 (Figure 2.4A and B; Vinh
Trach Dong and Ganh Hao), where the primary sea dike is located right in front of the
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Table 2.1: Coastal evolution rate over two periods of observation and Google-based estimated mangrove
widths in 2002 at different locations along the southeastern coast and the eastern coast of the MDRS.

1965–1989 1989–2002 Mangrove Width (m) Converted to 2002

No. Cross-Section
Coastline
Change (m)

Evolution
Rate (m/yr)

Coastline
Change (m)

Evolution
Rate (m/yr)

Range (m)
Representative

Value (m)

1 Go Cong 1 -250 -10 -350 -25 160-260 240
2 Go Cong 2 -350 -15 -300 -20 - 90
3 Phu Tan 2500 105 -130 -10 - 40
4 Binh Dai 1200 50 0 0 30-40 30
5 Thanh Phu 600 25 900 70 320-570 520
6 Tra Vinh 1 0 0 0 0 30-70 50
7 Tra Vinh 2 0 0 130 10 0-50 0
8 Cu Lao 1 900 40 650 50 600-750 700
9 Cu Lao 2 1800 75 1000 80 740-890 790
10 Kinh Ba 1 -350 -15 550 40 380-530 480
11 Kinh Ba 2 0 0 1000 80 440-590 540
12 Vinh Hai -280 -10 0 0 150-250 200
13 Vinh Chau 0 0 350 25 190-290 240
14 Vinh Trach Dong 1 0 0 -350 -25 150-290 260
15 Vinh Trach Dong 2 0 0 0 0 200-300 250
16 Vinh Loi 1 700 30 600 45 420-570 515
17 Vinh Loi 2 1600 65 0 0 100-300 200
18 Ganh Hao -200 -15 -130 -10 140-240 190

squeezed mangrove forest. In the second system, human interventions are found be-
tween the sea dikes and the mangrove forest. Kinh Ba is an example of the second sys-
tem where about 300 m width in between the sea dike and the mangrove forest is used for
aquaculture (Figure 2.4C). To have land protected for cultivation, a smaller and discon-
tinuous sea dike is constructed between the aquaculture area and the mangrove forest.

We have chosen to include observations from those regions where we infer that a
sediment source is still available because of the near presence of the riverine outflow, so
that sediment availability is not a limiting factor. These observations are taken at differ-
ent locations that undergo either erosion or sedimentation from Go Cong to Ganh Hao
(chosen locations are numbered from 1 to 18 in Figure 2.1B; location names can be found
in Table 2.1). According to the scale classification of shores and shoreline variability pre-
sented by Stive et al. (2002), we are interested in evolutional trends based on the middle
term scale with a time scale from years to decades and a space scale from 1 km to 5 km.
On the basis of the observations the typical length scale along which the rate of erosion
or sedimentation can be considered rather similar is about 2 km. Ca Mau Peninsula is
not considered since no sea dikes are built along the coastline of this area. The rate of
coastline evolution is calculated on the basis of the shoreline evolution maps provided
by the SIWRR (2010). The evolution rates presented in Table 2.1 are calculated for two
periods, from 1965 to 1989 and from 1989 to 2002. For each of the locations the estimated
mangrove width in 2002 is also presented in Table 2.1. The mangrove widths, measured
from Google Earth for the year 2006, were converted to 2002 by using the observed ac-
cretion and sedimentation rates. The error term involved in using this approach is not
so much due to ground-referencing errors (the location of the primary or secondary sea
dike is not influenced by water levels, for instance), but rather due to alongshore vari-
ability over the considered stretches that we have included in our data presentation (the
horizontal error bars in Figure 2.5).
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Before presenting our relation between coastal evolution and mangrove width, we
first reflect on the erosion and accretion observations over the two periods. In the pe-
riod 1965–1989 five (1, 2, 10, 12, and 18) of the 18 stretches experienced erosion. In
the period 1989–2002 also five (1, 2, 3, 14, and 18) stretches experienced erosion; hence
there exists variability. However, in general the erosive stretches experienced more ero-
sion, whereas some stretches turned from stability to erosion. We refrain from making a
general statement on the nature of the coastal evolution, realizing that this is also related
to the supply of sediment from the MDRS and now present the relation between coastal
evolution and mangrove widths.

Our suggested relationship between mangrove widths and the southeastern and the
eastern coastline evolution is presented in Figure 2.5. In this figure the vertical axis shows
the evolution rate from 1989 to 2002 (since our mangrove width observations are from
2002) and the horizontal axis shows the mangrove width. The uncertainty bars are ap-
plied in both vertical and horizontal directions. The vertical bar presents the uncertainty
in determining the evolution rate, on average 5 myr−1, which is at most half but often
much less than half the observed rate. The horizontal bar presents the uncertainty in
quantifying the mangrove width. It is based on the range of the mangrove width that is
measured within 2 km(Table 2.1). A linear trend line is added to show the tendency of
the relationship.

Figure 2.5: Relationship between mangrove width and coastline evolution along the east coast of the MDR,
showing the best fit and the 90% confidence interval.

Although the interpretation of the results is somewhat subjective, we deduce from
Figure 2.5 that the shoreline will remain stable with the presence of approximately 30 m
to 250 m width of the mangrove forest, with an average value of 140 m. A larger width will
lead to a higher sedimentation potential.
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However, the coastline evolution also depends on many other factors such as sed-
iment supply, hydraulic conditions (wave, wind, current), bathymetry, etc. Therefore,
there is no unique critical mangrove width value that can be set for all shorelines. For in-
stance, there will be a difference between the critical mangrove width of the south east-
ern coast and the eastern coast and that of the west coast. Even though the West Sea has
smaller tidal amplitudes and smaller wave heights, the sediment supply in the West Sea
is also weaker than in the South China Sea. Therefore, no significant erosion is observed
along the west coast, nor is there much sedimentation found even at the location where
the mangrove forest width is about 900 m. The quantitative relationship that we provide
will therefore only be applicable for the southeastern coast and the eastern coast of the
Mekong Delta, although the general principle will apply to many mangrove coasts.

2.2.3 Wave Attenuation as a Function of Mangrove Forest Width

We conjecture that the health of a coastal mangrove forest is determined by its effec-
tiveness to attenuate wave energy, which is obviously related to its width. The purpose
of this section is to achieve insight into the wave transformation in the mangrove for-
est and suggest a rough estimation for the necessary distance from the sea dike to the
mangrove forests along the southern coast of Vietnam in relation to the wave attenua-
tion. To further our insights into the efficiency of mangrove to attenuate wave energy
as a function of their width we have applied a state-of-the-art wave propagation model
that includes both short and long waves. On the basis of bathymetric maps available at
Delft University of Technology’s map room, Soc Trang coast is chosen to present a typ-
ical coastline profile in the southern coast of Vietnam. The foreshore of the southern
coast of Vietnam has a quite gentle slope (1/30000). The water depth reaches 30 m at a
distance of about 100 km offshore. Along this coast, mangroves are found to display a
healthy development when a magnitude order of more than 1000 m width is present.

2.2.4 Mangrove Cross-Shore Distribution

For our modeling purposes we need to define more precisely our assumptions on man-
grove cross-shore distribution. Mangrove marshes are distributed along the present
coastline and are usually located behind a tidal flat. Mangrove-dominated intertidal en-
vironments are quite extensive in the south eastern part of the Ca Mau Peninsula and
along the mainland margins of the estuaries (Figure 2.1B). Mangroves are typically dis-
tributed from mean sea level (MSL) to highest spring tide (Alongi, 2009; Hogarth, 2015),
since below MSL the seedlings cannot settle and at higher levels the mangroves cannot
compete with other plants (Schiereck and Booij, 1995). A succession of mangroves in the
Mekong Delta is roughly described by three stages (Hong and San, 1993):

Pioneer stage: is typically found on tidal flats, which are flooded by the mean tide.
Sonneratia alba and Avicennia alba are pioneers because these two species can tolerate
extensive floods and high salinity. Also they share the same biological characteristics and
have pneumatophore roots.

Transitional stage: is recognized by a community of A. alba and Rhizophora apicu-
lata. Propagules of Rhizophora are protected by the pioneer against the waves. After 4–5
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Figure 2.6: Mangrove root systems. (A) Stilt roots of Rhizophora sp. (Treknature). (B) Pneumatophores roots of
Avicennia sp. and Sonneratia sp. (CMP).

years they can surpass A. alba and as a result the pioneer species are eliminated in the
course of time.

Final stage: is only flooded with high tide and therefore includes other mangrove
species, making the final stage a multispecies community.

The southern coast has favorable conditions, especially rainfall and the availability
of alluvial sediment, for the growth and distribution of mangrove trees. Therefore, man-
grove species are quite diverse in this area. For brevity in the numerical simulations we
have divided mangrove species into two main families, Rhizophora sp. and Sonneratia
sp., which means the pioneer stage is covered by Sonneratia sp. and the transitional
stage and the final stage are covered by Rhizophora sp. This choice is based on the fact
that mangroves are easily distinguished by their root systems, which are highly adapted
to their specific habitat (Figure 2.6). Rhizophora sp. is typical for a prop root system (stilt
roots) that arises from its trunk and its lower branches. Avicennia sp. and Sonneratia sp.
are known by their pneumatophores, which are erect lateral branches of the horizontal
cable roots, and are themselves growing underground (De Vos, 2004). Sonneratia, the
pioneer species, is applied near the water line and Rhizophora sp. is applied farther in-
shore. Since there are no common rules for the transition from the pioneer species to the
species associated with the transitional stage, it is assumed that Sonneratia sp. will be
present from MSL to the middle of the forest (for example, x= 1000 m in case of 2000 m
mangrove forest width) and Rhizophora sp. will be present from the middle to the edge
of the forest at the landward side.

2.2.5 Xbeach Model

The effectiveness of wave attenuation by a mangrove forest depends mainly on vegeta-
tion properties and hydraulic boundary conditions as discussed by several researchers
(Burger, 2005; De Vos, 2004; Meijer, 2005; Suzuki, 2011). Quite a limited number of stud-
ies on wave attenuation in the field in Vietnam have been published. Among these stud-
ies, four of them are about fringing mangrove (Bao, 2011; Mazda et al., 2006, 1997; Quar-
tel et al., 2007), and one is about riverine mangrove at the southern coast of Vietnam
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Table 2.2: Different scenarios for XBeach simulation, Soc Trang case study.

Mangrove Width Mangrove Density

1. No sea dike + 2000 m mangrove width 1. Spare density
2. Sea dike + 1000 m mangrove width 2. Average density
3. Sea dike + 600 m mangrove width 3. Dense density
4. Sea dike + 400 m mangrove width
5. Sea dike + 200 m mangrove width

(Hong Phuoc and Massel, 2006). The field experiment on wave motion and suspended
sediment transport of riverine mangrove at Can Gio (Hong Phuoc and Massel, 2006) was
used to validate a theoretical model for wave propagation through a nonuniform forest
of arbitrary water depth proposed by Vo-Luong and Massel (2008). On the basis of the
field observations at Tong Kinh Delta and at Vinh Quang coast, Mazda et al. (2006, 1997)
suggested a quantitative formulation of the relationship between vegetation characteris-
tics, water depth, and incident wave conditions. This relationship once again confirmed
the field study of Quartel et al. (2007) on wave attenuation in coastal mangrove in the
Red River Delta. Bao (2011) collected data on wave height attenuation and mangrove
characteristics from 32 mangrove plots located in two coastal regions in Vietnam: the
Red River Delta and Can Gio mangrove forest. This research proved the importance of
sufficient mangrove bandwidth for wave height attenuation. However, in all these stud-
ies only short waves are considered, whereas longer waves generated by wave groups
are expected to play an important role in the hydrodynamics and sediment transport
processes within mangrove systems as suggested by Brinkman et al. (1997). The mildly
sloped mangrove beaches and their even more gently sloping foreshores create dissipa-
tive conditions in which the incident wind and swell waves dissipate most of their energy
before reaching the shoreline. At the edge of the mangrove forests the longer infragravity
band will therefore already substantially contribute to the water surface variance. Within
the mangrove forest this effect is enhanced since longer-period waves such as swells and
infragravity waves are subject to less attenuation, whereas short-period waves with fre-
quencies related to wind waves lose substantial energy due to stronger interactions with
the vegetation. To consider the effect of both incident waves and infragravity waves, the
XBeach model was used in this study to provide insight into the wave attenuation in
mangrove forests and to evaluate the critical value of mangrove width as found for the
east coast of Vietnam in more quantitative terms.

XBeach is a two-dimensional model for wave propagation, long waves, and mean
flow. The model consists of formulations for short-wave envelope propagation, non
stationary shallow water equations, sediment transport, and bed update. Innovations
include a newly developed time-dependent wave action balance solver, which solves
the wave refraction and allows variation of wave action in x, y , time, and over the di-
rectional space, and can be used to simulate the propagation and dissipation of wave
groups (Roelvink et al., 2009). Recently, the development teamhas been working on a
very new application: “wave attenuation by vegetation on XBeach”. Wave attenuation
by vegetation is successfully implemented in the simulating waves nearshore (SWAN)
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Table 2.3: A set of flat bottom cases (Suzuki, 2011).

Case Name Wave h (m) H1(cm) T (s) Cd

F2I100516 Irregular 0.1 5.0(Hs ) 1.6(Tp ) 1.35
F9I100516 Irregular 0.1 5.0(Hs ) 1.6(Tp ) 0.8

model for short waves by Suzuki (2011). The implementation is based on an energy at-
tenuation equation first provided by Dalrymple et al. (1984), which was further devel-
oped and validated by Mendez and Losada (2004):

Dv = 1

2
p
π
ρCD bv Nv

(
k

2σ

)3 sinh3(kαh)+3sinh(kαh)

3kcosh3(kh)
H 3

r ms (2.1)

where Dv is the time-averaged rate of energy dissipation per unit area; CD , bv , and
Nv are the vegetation drag coefficient, diameter, and spatial density; k is the average
wave number; r is the average wave frequency; αh is the mean vegetation height; h is
the water depth (m); and Hr ms is the significant wave height at that point (m).

In the XBeach model, the short-wave attenuation by vegetation is implemented in a
comparable way, where k and r are respectively the wave number and wave frequency
associated with the peak period of the incident waves. The long wave attenuation by
vegetation is modeled with a Morrison type equation defined as:

Fν = 0.5CD bv Nv
αh

h
u |u| (2.2)

where u is the orbital velocity.
The vegetation properties can be specified for multiple species and can vary per

species over the vertical to mimic a mangrove tree. In XBeach a vegetation-file can be
specified that contains a file list with vegetation properties including number of verti-
cal sections, the height of a section (h), drag coefficient (CD ), number of plants per unit
area (Nv ), and plant area per unit height (bv ). To check the correct implementation and
applicability of XBeach we have included a comparison with laboratory experiments.

The XBeach model was recently extended to simulate short and long-wave attenua-
tion by vegetation. To validate the implementation the numerical result of short-wave
attenuation over vegetation is compared with the experimental results of Suzuki (2011).
The most relevant cases are the two flat-bottom cases with irregular incoming waves. In
this experiment rigid artificial vegetation was used, made of smooth plywood cylinders
with diameter D = 0.6 cm, cylinder height hveg = 10 cm, and densities of 242 units/m2
(case F2) and 962 units/m2 (case F9). The input parameters are given in Table 2.3, in
which h = 0.1 m is the water depth at the impermeable flat bottom. Wave period T and
wave height HI are input values for the wave generation.

Figure 2.7 shows the experiment results and numerically calculated short-wave heights
in two chosen cases F2 and F9. The vertical axis shows the wave-height attenuation and
the horizontal axis shows the distance from the wave generation. The vegetation is lo-
cated from x = 16.3 m to x = 19.3 m.
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Figure 2.7: Short-wave attenuation over vegetation is validated on the basis of experiment of Suzuki (2011).

As shown in Figure 2.7, it is confirmed that the wave height calculated by the nu-
merical model is in good accordance with the flume experiment of Suzuki (2011). It has
to be noted that there is a difference in drag coefficients that are used in XBeach model
and in results of Suzuki (2011). The drag coefficients are CD=1.8 and CD=0.97 in case F2
and case F9 respectively with XBeach model, differing only 10 to 20% from those used by
Suzuki (2011). These differences of the drag coefficients used in the XBeach model and
in results of Suzuki (2011) are not significant and are acceptable. Drag coefficients from
results of Suzuki (2011) are obtained from the SWAN calculations. XBeach and SWAN
have different approaches to calculate wave-height attenuation therefore it might create
a slightly different drag coefficient than that used by each model.

2.2.6 Different Scenarios and Input Parameters

Five scenarios of mangrove width are considered, including a case without a sea dike on
which mangroves are expected to healthily develop from MSL up until mean high water
(MHW) (Table 2.2). In four other cases the mangrove width is limited by the presence
of a sea dike. For each case three scenarios of mangrove density (spare density, aver-
age density, and dense density) were considered. No variations in vegetation height are
taken into account since the water depth is quite small compared with the mangrove
height.

The simulations discussed are executed with XBeach revision range 3234:3237 and
default settings were used as much as possible. Specific settings are explained below and
are related to bathymetry, hydraulic boundary conditions, and vegetation properties.

The one-dimensional cross-shore bathymetry was estimated using hydro-graphic
maps from the Delft University of Technology map room. Three depth contours from
10 to 30 m (extending up to 100 km offshore) were digitised manually from the maps. In-
termediate contours were interpolated using a simple Matlab script. The tidal levels at
Mekong Delta are recorded for every hour at two stations. Hon Ba is the offshore station,
located at Con Dao Island (883805400 N, 10683301800 E). The nearshore station is lo-
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Table 2.4: Vegetation parameters (Ranasinghe et al., 2010)

Parameters Sonneratia Rhizophora

Stem diameter (m) 0.3 0.25
Root diameter (m) 0.02 0.075
Canopy diameter(m) 0.5 0.5
Stem height (m) 6 6
Root height (m) 0.5 0.8
Canopy height (m) 2 2
Density variations
Stem (m-2)
Spare 0.5 0.5
Average 0.7 0.7
Dense 1.7 1.7
Root (m-2)
Spare 25 30
Average 50 60
Dense 100 130
Canopy (m-2)
Spare 50 50
Average 100 100
Dense 100 100

cated at Vung Tau (1082404300 N, 1078801100 E).The spring tidal ranges at Hon Ba and
Vung Tau are 0.4–3.5 m and 0.3–3.5 m respectively. In this study the tidal range chosen is
0.4–3.5 m. From this range, MSL is found to be 1.95 m. Since there is no available infor-
mation about the slope of mangrove forest at Mekong Delta, the slope was estimated as
follows. Mangroves are only found between MSL and MHW, which means from 1.95 m to
3.5 m above ordnance datum. Observations from Google Earth show that the mangrove
width at Soc Trang coast is in the order of approximately 1500 m. Therefore the slope of
the mangrove forest at Soc Trang is estimated to be about 1/1000.

The nine vegetation parameters—three for each of the three layers that had to be
estimated or measured on the basis of the requirements of the XBeach model—are the
diameters (bv ), densities (Nv ) and heights (αh) of the roots, stem, and canopy. The char-
acteristics of Rhizophora sp. and Sonneratia sp. are fully described by Ranasinghe et al.
(2010) for mangrove in India, which we have adopted here. We defend applying these
parameters for mangrove species in Vietnam because of the similarities between the
mangrove species in the Mekong Delta and those in India (including Sonneratia sp. and
Rhizophora sp.) (Table 2.4).

A representative wave height to be applied as offshore boundary condition in our
simulations is derived as follows. An important part of the cross-shore sediment trans-
port rate is proportional to the odd moment

〈
u

∣∣u2
∣∣〉 (Bosboom and Stive, 2011), where u

is the instantaneous cross-shore velocity and the brackets indicate time averaging. The
term u2 can be interpreted as representing the sediment concentration stirred up by the
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oscillatory wave motion. In shallow water this motion is proportional to the wave height.
This we have used to derive a representative wave height by weighing the square of the
wave height with its frequency of occurrence, which resulted in a representative offshore
wave height of 3 m.

2.3 Results

Here we discuss the results of our simulations of wave transformation from offshore to
nearshore for the various cases considered. The reference case is a situation with no
mangroves,which is compared with various mangrove density cases. Finally, the effect
of a sea dike at various distances from the waterline is discussed.

2.3.1 Wave Transformation from Offshore to Nearshore

The wave height transmission for both long and short waves from offshore to nearshore
is shown in Figure 2.8. Because of wave breaking, the short wave height (Hh f ) decreases
gradually to less than 0.5 m at the seaward edge of the mangrove forests. The long wave
height (Hl f ) first slightly increases toward the shoreline until x=−4000 m and then starts
to decrease slowly. At the seaward edge of the mangroves the long wave height exceeds
the short wave height.

Figure 2.8: Example of wave height transmission from offshore to nearshore in case of 2000 m mangrove width;
Hr ms is the root mean square wave height and zb is the bed level, relative to MSL.
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2.3.2 Wave Transformation without Mangrove

Figure 2.9 shows the normalized wave energy transformation over a profile without man-
grove. The vertical axis shows the normalized wave energy and the horizontal axis shows
the cross-shore distance with respect to the shoreline position at MSL (this location is
commonly associated with the seaward edge of mangrove vegetation).

Figure 2.9: Normalized wave energy transformation in case of no mangrove, in which Etot is the total wave
energy, Eh f is the high-frequency energy or short-wave energy, El f is the low-frequency energy or long-wave
energy, and zb is the bed level.

The normalized wave energy at a specific location x is defined as the ratio between
the wave energy at this location divided by the wave energy at x=0 and is a measure for
attenuation. It can be seen from Figure 2.9 that at x=60% of the incoming wave energy
is in the long waves (El f ) and only 40% of the energy is in the short waves (Eh f ). On
the basis of this finding it is anticipated that the penetration of long waves cannot be
neglected in understanding mangrove hydrodynamics.

2.3.3 Wave Transformation in Case of Different Mangrove Densities

The wave transformation in a 2000 m-wide mangrove forest is examined for sparse, aver-
age, and dense vegetation. The results are presented in Figure 2.10 and show an overall
increase in the degree of wave attenuation from low to high vegetation density. Splitting
out the overall wave height transformation (upper panel) into the attenuation of short
waves (middle panel) and long waves (lower panel), respectively, reveals some interest-
ing insights. First, the mangrove forest is very effective in attenuating the short-wave en-
ergy, which is in line with previous studies about short-wave attenuation into the man-
grove forests (Burger, 2005; De Vos, 2004; Meijer, 2005). The short waves rapidly decrease
after entering the mangrove forest and reduce until less than 1% of the incoming wave
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Figure 2.10: Normalized wave energy transformation in case of different mangrove density.

height is within the first 100 m, independent of the vegetation density. The long waves,
on the other hand, are attenuated much less effectively by the vegetation and they can
penetrate 950-1300 m into the forest depending on the vegetation density. We note that
at a distance of 300 to 400 m the longwave energy is 10% of that at the start of the for-
est. As a result the hydrodynamics farther into the mangrove forest are controlled by the
tide and long waves (tidal variance not shown here). Another observation in Figure 2.10
is that the long-wave height transformation shows modulations in wave height where
the length scale of the modulations seems to be related to the vegetation density and
increases for lower-density waves. We hypothesize that long-wave reflection both at the
shoreline and on the vegetation stems is responsible for creating these modulations.

2.3.4 Effect of a Dike in the Profile (for Average Mangrove Density)

The presence of a sea dike can limit the width of a mangrove forest from the landward
side and its presence is expected to play an important role in the stability of mangrove
forests. The influence of five different sea dike locations on wave transformation into the
mangrove forest is presented in Figure 2.11. On the basis of this figure, it seems that the
short-wave transformation is independent of the cross-shore location of the dike since
all incident band energy is attenuated by the mangrove within 50 to 100 m. The long-
wave height transformation instead is strongly affected by the cross-shore location of
the dike. The more seaward the dike the higher the long wave variance, which is likely
related to long-wave reflections on the sea dike.
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Figure 2.11: Effect of sea dike location on normalized wave energy transformation in case of average mangrove
density.

2.4 Conclusions

Since the past few decades erosion has been observed at various locations along the
southern coast of the Mekong Delta, where sedimentation has been observed in the
past. Planting mangrove forest is so far the best solution to mitigate coastal erosion in
the southeastern coast and the eastern coast of the MDRS since the coast is rich in sed-
iment supply from the Mekong River system. Mangroves can reduce wave energy and
trap sediment, and therefore enhance sedimentation. It was found that the southeast-
ern coast and the eastern coast of the MDRS was stable with a mangrove width range of
approximately 30 to 250 m and 140 m on average. This result is estimated on the basis of
our empirical relationship of mangrove forest width and coastline evolution from 1989
to 2002.

Results from the XBeach model for the Soc Trang case study show the effectiveness
of short-wave attenuation in a mangrove forest. After passing through less than 100
m of mangrove width, the short-wave height is significantly reduced to virtually zero.
Therefore it is hypothesized that short waves do not really play a role in the health of a
mangrove forest. Long waves, on the other hand, need more distance for attenuation.
Even for the case of dense mangrove, long waves can still penetrate in the order of 1000
m into the forest, but after 300 to 400 m the long-wave energy is only 10% of the wave
height at the seaward edge of the mangroves. A qualitative explanation could be that the
long-wave energy needs to be attenuated (reflections should be limited) to create a sed-
imentation friendly environment. In addition, wave reflections will potentially increase
long-wave energy within the mangrove forest, dependent on the position of a sea dike.
We hypothesize that long waves play an important role in creating a favorable environ-
ment for seedlings and sedimentation.
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Chapter 3

The effects of wave non-linearity
on wave attenuation by
vegetation

The true method of knowledge is experiment.

William Blake

Wave attenuation through mangrove forests has received more and more attention, es-
pecially in the context of increasing coastal erosion and sea-level-rise. Numerous studies
have focused on studying the reduction of wave height in a mangrove forest. However, the
understanding of this attenuation process is still in its infancy. In order to obtain more
insight, a laboratory experiment, mimicking the processes of wave attenuation by coastal
mangroves in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam was conducted. The reduction of wave height
for different scenarios of mangrove densities and wave conditions was investigated. A new
method to quantify vegetation attenuation induced by vegetation is presented. The wave
height reduction is presented over a relative length scale (viz. the number of wavelengths),
instead of an absolute length scale of the forest (e.g per meter or per 100 meter). The effects
of wave non-linearity on the wave height attenuation over the mangrove forest were in-
vestigated using the Ursell number. It is suggested that the non-linear character of waves
has a strong influence on the attenuation of the waves inside the mangrove forest. A nu-
merical model, mimicking the experiment was constructed in SWASH and validated using
the experimental data. Finally, the data set was extended through numerical modelling
so that a larger ranging relationship between wave attenuation per wave length and the
Ursell number could be formulated.

Parts of this chapter have been published in Coastal Engineering. Linh, K. Phan., Stive, M.J.F, Zijlema, M,
Truong, H.S., and Aarninkhof S.G.J (2019). The effects of wave non-linearity on wave attenuation by vegetation.
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3.1 Introduction

In recent decades, many coastal and estuarine regions around the world have been recorded
to suffer from accelerated erosion due to the effects of global warming, sea-level-rise and
subsidence. In this context, the defensive role of ecosystems in general and mangrove
forests in particular for coastal areas has been increasingly recognized. The complex sys-
tem of roots, stems and canopies enables mangroves to absorb external forces such as
due to waves and currents.

Understanding the mechanism of wave height reduction by mangroves is an impor-
tant step in understanding the hydrodynamic, sedimentation and exchange processes
in mangrove forests. Numerous studies have been published focusing on this topic (Au-
gustin et al., 2009; Bao, 2011; Brinkman, 2006; Brinkman et al., 1997; Massel, 2006; Mazda
et al., 2006, 1997; Quartel et al., 2007). It is accepted that waves travelling through a man-
grove forest perform work on vegetation roots, stems and canopies, thereby losing their
energy and reducing their wave height (Dalrymple et al., 1984; Mork, 1996).

The reduction of wave height depends on the vegetation characteristics i.e. the den-
sity, stiffness etc. and the wave characteristics i.e. at least the wave height and wave
period (Mendez and Losada, 2004). However, the effect of the wave characteristics on
the wave height reduction through a mangrove forest is less clarified than that of the
cylinder density. While Bradley and Houser (2009) suggested that the wave attenuation
through the vegetation reduces with increasing wave height, Cavallaro et al. (2011) ob-
served more wave height reduction when the wave height increases.

The effect of wave characteristics in general and wave non-linearity in particular on
the attenuation rate of wave height due to vegetation is not fully understood. As a re-
sult, although many physical models have been conducted, combined with calibration
or validation of advanced numerical models, most studies only focus on the attenuation
of regular waves, and only over a limited distance of vegetation length in the range of 1
to 4 m). Data sets for model validation in this context are also lacking.

Therefore, the main objectives of this study are to (1) study the role of wave charac-
teristics on the wave attenuation processes, (2) to provide and extend the data sets for
advanced analyses and validation, using both a physical and a numerical model.

3.2 Methodology

In order to achieve the research objectives, physical and numerical modelling were cho-
sen as major approaches. Their set-up and configurations are described in this section
of the paper. First, a physical experiment mimicking the wave attenuation processes by
mangroves in the Mekong Delta was conducted. Second, a numerical model was con-
structed and validated with the experimental data. The combined results were analysed
to study the effects of wave characteristics and non-linearity on the wave attenuation by
the vegetation.
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3.2.1 Physical modelling

A laboratory experiment of wave attenuation through cylinder arrays, mimicking wave
attenuation processes through a coastal mangrove forest was conducted in a flume of
the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory at Delft University of Technology. The effective length,
height and width of the flume is 40m, 1m and 0.8m respectively.

Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the experiment set up, including the locations of wave gauges, EMSs and vegeta-
tion. Not to scale.

Figure 3.1 gives a cross-section of the experimental set up. The wave generator with
an active wave absorption system was placed at the beginning of the flume to prevent
reflected waves from reflecting again into the flume. The 2nd order wave steering was
always active during the experiment.

Because the Mekong Delta coast has generally a very gentle slope of about 1/10000,
waves propagating towards the mangroves are usually broken before entering the man-
grove forests (Phan et al., 2014). As a result, they have lost their primary spectral energy
and long wave energy has developed. Therefore a steep wooden slope with a combina-
tion slope of 1/10 and 1/20 was used to simulate the processes of shoaling and breaking
waves. This situation was considered in the experiments named broken wave scenarios.
In addition to that, there are also situations where waves are not broken such as waves
generated by strong local wind. This circumstance also was considered in the experi-
ment regarding the so named non-broken wave scenarios. It is noticed that the broken
or non-broken wave conditions described in this study represent the wave modes before
entering the mangrove forest. It is observed that wave breaking processes did virtually
not occur inside the mangrove forests in all experimental scenarios.

Over a length of 17.5 m cylinder arrays were installed along a horizontal bottom. The
wave height and the depth-averaged velocity were measured by 13 wave gauges and
seven electromagnetic velocity meters (EMS) with a sampling rate of 100 Hz. Repre-
sentative locations of the equipment are indicated in Figure 3.1. The experiments were
repeated with different locations of the equipment to obtain more data inside the vege-
tation. Wave height and velocity measurements were taken over a long time interval so
at least 100 waves in scenarios of regular waves and 1000 waves in scenarios of irregular
waves so that representative statistical data could be achieved. Typical values in the ex-
periment are: a water depth in front of the wave paddle of 65 cm; wave heights ranging
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from 1 to 10 cm; and wave periods ranging from 1 to 3s. In most experiments, a wave
absorber was placed at the end of the flume to reduce wave reflections. Some additional
experiments were done with a wooden sea-dike at the end with slope 1:5, representing
the sea-dikes usually constructed right behind the mangrove forests along the Mekong
Delta coast (Phan et al., 2014).

Figure 3.2: Cylinder distribution used in the experiment (unit in mm). Not to scale.

Figure 3.2 shows the arrangements of the cylinder arrays which were considered in
the experiment. The density of the cylinder arrays was based on the solid volume frac-
tion of the mangrove forest . The solid volume fraction per unit volume can be calculated

according to : Vs = N πd 2

4 where d is the diameter of the cylinder : d =0.012 m and N is
the density of mangroves. In this way, there are 2 densities of mangroves considered,
which are 200 cylinders/m2 (sparse cases) and 400 cylinders/m2 (dense cases), yielding
Vs values of 2% and 4% respectively.

Table 3.1: Experimental scenarios

Vegetation Wave characteristics Regular (Re) Irregular (Ir)
H (cm) T(s) Hs (cm) Tp (s)

without mangroves Broken (Type 2) 10 2.0; 2.5; 3.0 10 2.0; 2.5; 3.0
with mangroves Non-broken (Type 1) 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 2.0; 2.5; 3.0 3; 5 2.0; 2.5; 3.0

Broken (Type 2) 7; 10 2.0; 2.5; 3.0 7; 9; 10; 13; 15 2.0; 2.5; 3.0

Based on the set up described above, the experiments were performed for different
cases of wave heights and wave periods, including regular and irregular, non-broken
waves (Type 1) and broken waves (Type 2). Further details are given in Table 3.1.

3.2.2 Numerical model

A numerical model mimicking the experiment was constructed based on the SWASH
model. The SWASH model is a time domain model for simulating non-hydrostatic, free
surface, rotational flows, in which the governing equations of the model are the shallow
water equations including a non-hydrostatic pressure term (Zijlema et al., 2011b). The
presence of vegetation in SWASH was modelled through Morrison’s equation:

Fx = 1

2
ρCD hv bv Nv u |u| (3.1)
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in which ρ is gravitational acceleration, CD is a bulk drag coefficient, hv is the height of
the cylinder, bv is the diameter of the cylinder.Nv is the number of plants per square
meter and u is the horizontal velocity due to wave motion.

The numerical model was constructed based on the physical model in such a way
that the numerical results can be directly compared with the experimental results. Spe-
cific settings described below are related to boundary conditions and vegetation prop-
erties. The minimum grid size is 0.01 m. This results in about 4000 active grid points.
The time step was chosen as small as 0.001 s. The hydraulic boundary conditions of the
numerical model were prescribed based on the experimental configurations. At the end
of the model, three different types of constructions were applied which are (1) a sponge
layer in which there is no wave reflection, (2) a permeable slope corresponding to the
cases with wave absorber(stone size 0.03 m and (porosity 40%) and (3) an impermeable
slope representing the case with a sea dike at the end of the flume (slope 1/5).

The predictive skill of SWASH was calculated using the bias and the scatter index SI,
which are given by:

bi as = 1

N

N∑
i=1

(
ϕi

comp −ϕi
obs

)
(3.2)

and

SI =

√
1
N

N∑
i=1

(
ϕi

comp −ϕi
obs

)2

1
N

N∑
i=1

ϕi
obs

(3.3)

In which, N is the total number of data points in a given data set, ϕcomp is the wave
parameter computed by SWASH and ϕobs is the corresponding observed wave parame-
ter (Zijlema, 2012). The simulation time in cases of irregular waves is 60 min and in cases
with regular waves 20 min.

3.3 Incoming and reflected wave separation

The methodology of Guza et al. (1985) was used to separate incoming and reflected wave
for irregular and regular wave in cases without mangroves. This method is based on
surface time series signal and velocity time series signal collected at the same locations.

Wave conditions were performed for two different boundaries conditions i.e. with
the wave absorber or with the sea dike at the end. The incoming wave signal determined
in these both cases are the same indicating the accuracy of the method (see Figure 3.3)

The incoming wave heights determined by Guza’s method for different wave condi-
tions (H=10 cm; T =2 s; 2.5 s and 3 s) in cases with wave absorber at the end were com-
pared with that in cases with sea dikes at the end (Figure 3.4). It is shown that this sepa-
ration method achieves more than 90% accuracy.
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Figure 3.3: Comparisons time series signal in case of sea dike in the end (black line) and wave absorber in the
end (red line) for regular wave (left hand side) and irregular wave (right hand side) at x=2.75[m] from the virtual
seaward edge of the mangroves. Upper panels show total time series signal. Middle panels and lower panels
showing incoming and outgoing time series signal separated by Guza method respectively. Wave condition:
H=10 cm; T =2.5 s.

Figure 3.4: Comparisons between incoming wave height in case of wave absorber in the end (vertical) and in
case of sea dike in the end (horizontal) for irregular and regular wave.

3.4 Experimental results

In this section, wave attenuation is evaluated using different attenuation coefficients.
The relationship between wave non-linearity and wave attenuation is examined using
the Ursell number, which is an indicator of wave non-linearity.
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3.4.1 Wave attenuation per unit distance of the mangrove forest

In the literature, the reduction of wave heights inside the vegetation is usually presented
through the wave transmission coefficient (Kt ). It is the ratio between the transmitted
wave height (Hx ) and the wave height at the starting location of the mangroves (H0 at
x=0 m). Hx is the root mean squared wave height at location x inside the mangrove
forest.

Kt = Hx

Ho
(3.4)

Figure 3.5: Wave transmission coefficient Kt in cases of different mangroves densities: no mangroves (circles),
V1=200 units/m2 (triangles) and V2= 400 units/m2 (squares). A wave height of 10cm, with different wave pe-
riods of 3.0s(upper panels); 2.5s(middle panels) and 2.0s(lower panels). Left-hand side: regular waves. Right-
hand side: irregular waves. H0 is the wave height measured at the vegetation edge.

The impacts of vegetation on the transformation processes can be revealed by com-
paring this wave transmission coefficient along the forest in cases of different vegeta-
tion densities (no vegetation: N = 0; sparse: N = 200 cylinders/m2 and dense: N =400
cylinders/m2). Figure 3.5 shows the wave transmission coefficient (Kt) along the man-
grove forest in cases of 10 cm wave height at the wave paddle with different wave periods
(Tp =2.0; 2.5 and 3 s), wave conditions (regular and irregular), and with different man-
grove densities (no mangroves, sparse and dense).

In scenarios without vegetation, it can be seen that the wave transmission coefficient
remains almost the same along the bare horizontal bottom. The wave height is slightly
reduced probably due to bottom friction. Moreover, there is a fluctuation of Kt along
the flume. Waves reflected from the end of the flume are the possible reason for this
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fluctuation. However, this phenomenon is not observed in cases with vegetation. Kt

does not fluctuate but continuously reduces toward the end of the forest. This means
that the reflected waves in the flume are also damped. This result reveals the capability
of vegetation in reducing not only the incoming waves but also the wave reflection from
the sea dike.

In scenarios with sparse vegetation, the wave height was damped about 60 percent
after passing through 17.5 m length of mangroves. In scenarios with dense cylinder ar-
rays, around 70 percent of the wave height was damped at the end of the forest. In this
sense, the denser the vegetation, the smaller the wave transmission coefficient Kt and
vice versa. It is noted that although the density of mangroves was doubled from 200
stems/m2 to 400 stems/m2 (Vs increases from 2% to 4%), the attenuation wave increased
only 10 percent. In this context, 1% of Vs appears to corresponds to about 5% of wave
height reduction, which means that if the solid volume fraction (Vs ) increases to 20%,
the wave height could be nearly total damping.

3.4.2 Wave attenuation per wave length

In the above section of this paper, the result of wave height reduction in the experiment
is examined through the wave transmission coefficient Kt . In the literature, it is noticed
that the evaluation of the wave attenuation according to Kt appears to be not consis-
tent. For example, the wave attenuation was calculated per 100 m (Mazda et al., 1997),
per 1 m (Bao, 2011; Bradley and Houser, 2009; Cooper, 2005; Lövstedt and Larson, 2009;
Massel, 2006; Mazda et al., 2006; Möller, 2006; Möller and Spencer, 2002; Möller et al.,
1999; Quartel et al., 2007) or per length of the forest (Brinkman, 2006; Brinkman et al.,
1997). As a result, the rate of wave attenuation in the literature is hardly informative.

Moreover, one should bear in mind that the attenuation of waves by mangroves does
not only depend on vegetation characteristics such as diameter, density and distribution
of roots, stems and canopies, but also on the characteristics of incoming wave groups
i.e broken and non-broken, long and short, large and small waves. Therefore, in order
to include more physics in studying the wave attenuation processes, the reduction of
waves is presented over a relative distance, viz the number of wavelengths instead of the
length of the mangrove forest or an arbitrary absolute length. In this way, the influences
of wave characteristics on the wave attenuation processes can be interpreted more easily
and the observed large variation in the wave attenuation in the literature is expected to
be reduced.

The total wave attenuation per meter of wavelength (KL), or the effective wave trans-
mission coefficient is defined as :

KL = HL

Ho
(3.5)

Where HL is the root mean squared wave height after a certain number of wavelength
(n) and Ho is the root mean squared wave height at the mangrove edge (n=0).

Figure 3.6 shows the correlation between the effective wave transmission coefficient
(KL) and the number of wavelengths in scenarios of non-broken waves (upper panels)
and broken waves (lower panels) with the same wave height and different wave peri-
ods. It can be seen that the larger the number of wave lengths, the smaller the effective
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wave transmission coefficient (KL). Moreover, in all considered scenarios, although the
wave height was damped 15% to 20% after the first wavelength, only about 40% of the
wave height was damped in the next four wave lengths i.e. 8% per wavelength. In this
sense, wave damping over the first wave length is the most effective. Furthermore, it can
also be seen that the larger the wave period, the smaller the effective wave transmission
coefficient i.e. the more wave damping.

Figure 3.6: Effective wave transmission KL in cases of sparse mangroves, different wave periods: Tp = 2s (black
triangles), Tp = 2.5s (red pluses) and Tp = 3s (green crosses).

The influence of wave height on wave attenuation was revealed by comparing the
KL in non-broken cases of the same wave period, but with different wave height, (Fig-
ure 3.7). In scenarios of non-broken regular waves (upper left panel), it is suggested that
the larger the wave height, the larger the wave attenuation and vice versa. In the case
with 5 cm wave height at the mangrove edge (orange crosses), wave height was damped
about 20% after the first wave length and more than 62% in the next four wave lengths.
However, in the case of 1 cm wave height (blue left-pointing triangles), only about 5% of
the wave height is damped after the first wave length, while up to 25% of the wave height
is damped after the next four wave lengths. It appears that larger waves of the same
period attenuate stronger. Similar results were also observed in cases of non-broken ir-
regular waves (upper right panel).

In scenarios of broken regular waves (lower left panel), the incoming waves have al-
ready reduced their height due to the breaking process before entering the mangrove
forest. As a result, even when the wave height at the wave paddle is quite different
(H = 0.07m and 0.1 m), the wave height at the edge of the mangrove forest is almost
the same (H0 = 0.043m and 0.044 m, respectively) which results in a similar attenuation
process inside the mangrove forest. In scenarios of broken irregular waves (lower right
panel), although the wave height at the wave paddle are the same as that in cases of
broken regular waves (H = 0.07m and 0.1 m), the wave height at the mangrove edge are
slightly different (H0 = 0.043m and 0.05 m, respectively). This is due to the differences
in the breaking processes between the regular and irregular waves. However, the wave
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Figure 3.7: Effective wave transmission KL in cases of sparse vegetation, wave period of 2 s, different wave
height.

attenuation processes inside the mangroves in regular and irregular cases appears to be
similar.

Overall, by presenting the effective wave transmission coefficient, the variation of
wave attenuation rate appears to be reduced as being expected. The small scatter that
remains is possibly caused by the non-linearity of the wave characteristics, which is ex-
amined in the following section.

3.4.3 Effect of wave non-linearity on wave attenuation by mangroves

By determining the reduction of the wave height according to a relative length scale i.e.
wave length, it is suggested that the damping of the waves depends on the wave char-
acteristics. In this sense, an overall indicator accounting for the wave characteristics
in studying the wave attenuation processes is required. In the literature, most studies
on wave height attenuation processes through the vegetation are usually simplified by
adopting the four main assumptions: (1) vegetation consists of rigid plants (2) waves are
regular, (3) vegetation is emerged and uniform and (4) waves follow linear theory. The
effects of wave characteristic in general and wave non-linearity in particular on the at-
tenuation processes have received less attention. In this section, the influence of wave
non-linearity on the wave attenuation through a mangrove forest are examined.

The influences of wave non-linearity on the wave damping through vegetation were
studied in Wu and Cox (2015). A relationship between the Ursell number (varied from
0 to 60) and the drag coefficient was shown based on an experiment of the damping
of non-broken, irregular waves through an 1.8 m long stretch of cylinder arrays. It is
suggested that the wave steepness influences the wave attenuation by vegetation. In this
study, Ursell numbers (in the range of 20 to 250) were used to clarify the impact of wave
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Figure 3.8: Relationship between the effective transmission coefficient KL and Ursell number for different wave
height and periods: Tp = 2s (circles), Tp = 2.5s (triangles), Tp = 3s (squares), different mangrove densities:
sparse (orange), dense (blue) per one wave length (upper panels), per two wave lengths (middle panels), per
three wave lengths (upper panels). The trend lines (dot lines) are second order polynomial lines.

non-linearity on the wave damping through mangroves for both non-broken and broken
irregular wave and non-broken regular waves. The Ursell number is defined as:

Ur sel l = wave steepness

relative depth
= Hs L2

h3 (3.6)

where Hs is the significant wave height (m); h is the water depth (m); and L is the wave
length (m), with all parameter values at the mangrove edge.

Figure 3.8 shows the relationship between the effective wave transmission coefficient
and the Ursell number for a varying number of wave lengths. It can be clearly seen that
as the Ursell number increases, KL reduces implying an increase in the wave reduction.
This result means that the wave dissipation by vegetation appears to be more effective as
the waves are more non-linear. Moreover, as the Ursell number increases to above 150,
the declination of the KL reduces. KL appears to achieve an equilibrium value when the
Ursell number is larger than 250. This means that the wave heigh reduction no longer
depends on the wave non-linearity. This characteristic can be observed for both regular
and irregular waves.

It can be seen that the influence of mangrove density on the wave attenuation pro-
cess is different for different numbers of wave length. For the first wave length, the differ-
ence of KL between the sparse cases and dense cases is about 10% (upper panels in Fig-
ure 3.8). However, after three wave lengths, this difference increases to about 20% (lower
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panels in Figure 3.8). Furthermore, it is suggested that the effect of wave-nonlinearity on
the wave height reduction also depends on the numbers of wave length. For instance,
over the first wave length, the wave attenuation increases about 20% (KL reduce from
about 0.9 to 0.7) as the Ursell increases from 50 to 250. However, after 3 wave lengths,
the wave attenuation increases about 35% when the Ursell number increases from 50 to
250. A similar trend was observed for both regular and irregular waves.

3.5 Numerical results

The capability of the SWASH model in the reproduction of the wave transformation in
cases without vegetation has been well validated (Buckley et al., 2014; Zijlema et al.,
2011a,a), but cases with vegetation have received more attention only recently (Cao et al.,
2016). Data sets presenting wave transformation over a long vegetation distance are
needed. In this section, the capability of the SWASH model in the simulation of the wave
transformation processes over an elongated 24 m foreshore with and without vegetation
was validated using experimental results. Moreover, the model was used to extend the
experimental data set so that the rate of wave attenuation can be evaluated over a larger
number of wave lengths.

3.5.1 SWASH performance for wave transformation without mangroves

The SWASH model can improve its frequency dispersion by increasing the number of
vertical layers. However, increasing the number of layers also means that the model
becomes more computational costly in terms of practical engineering. Usually, a vertical
coarse resolution (1-3 layers) is sufficient to describe the wave physics outside the surf
zone (Van den Berg et al., 2015). In this study, a two layer model was chosen because
it provides better prediction for wave transformation processes. Figure 3.9 compares
the root mean square wave height and the mean water level between the physical and
numerical model with a different number of vertical layers in both regular and irregular
cases. The predictive skill for different numbers of layers is presented in Table 3.2. The
results suggest that the SWASH model with 2 or 3 vertical layers provide better agreement
with the physical model than with 1 layer.

Increasing the number of layers from 1 to 2 layers significantly improves the predic-
tive skill for the wave set up, especially in cases with irregular waves (the SI of the wave
set up for 1 layer and 2 layer are 0.62 and 0.41, respectively). Moreover, increasing the
number of layers from 2 to 3 layers does not substantially improve the predictive skill
of the model. For example, the scatter index of Hr ms for two and three layers in cases
with regular waves are 0.09 and 0.07 and in cases with irregular waves are 0.12 and 0.11,
respectively. Based on these results, a two layer model was considered sufficient for this
study.

As mentioned in the previous section, different boundary conditions at the end of
the model can be imposed into the SWASH model. They include a sponge layer, a per-
meable slope and an impermeable slope. These options are sufficient to mimic the wave
absorber and sea dike, which were considered in the physical model.
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Figure 3.9: Comparisons between numerical model with 1 vertical layer (black line) and numerical model with
2 vertical layers (red line) and physical model (markers) for both regular (left hand side) and irregular wave
(right hand side).

Table 3.2: Swash model skill for different number of vertical layers

Case ReH10T20 IrH10T20

1 layer 2 layers 3 layers 1 layer 2 layers 3 layers
BIAS Hrms [mm] 5.4 1.8 0.4 4.4 2.7 1.1

SI Hrms 0.15 0.09 0.07 0.14 0.12 0.11
BIAS set up [mm] -0.1 -0.008 -0.008 -0.5 0.08 0.16

SI set up 0.44 0.43 0.43 0.62 0.41 0.46

The upper panels (Figure 3.10A,B) show the incoming wave height separated from
the physical model and the associated results extracted from the numerical model with
sponge layer. It can be seen that the wave height is slightly overestimated by the nu-
merical model. The BIAS and Scatter index in cases with regular and irregular waves are
9.3 mm, 0.25 and 9.3mm, 0.23 respectively. Because there is no wave reflection in the
numerical model with a sponge layer, in order to compare the physical model with the
numerical model the wave signal measured from the physical model was firstly sepa-
rated incoming and reflected waves using Guza method (Guza et al., 1985). It is shown
that this method can be used to separate the incoming and reflected waves in shallow
water with an uncertainty of less than 10% (see Section 3.3). This uncertainty may be the
reason for a small difference in wave height between the physical and numerical model
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with the sponge layer. Although the simulation with sponge layer has larger BIAS and
Scatter index than other cases (with wave absorbers and sea dikes), it is still in an ac-
ceptable range (less than 10 %) and the SWASH model with sponge layer can be used to
mimic scenarios without reflection waves.

Figure 3.10: broken wave. Wave height comparisons between numerical model (red line) and physical model
(markers) for 2 wave conditions ReH10T25 (left hand side) and IrH10T25 (right hand side) for 3 boundaries
cases in SWASH.

The SWASH model with default values in cases with permeable and impermeable
slopes can well reproduce the wave height transformation processes determined from
the physical model (see Figure 3.10C,D and Table 3.3). For example, for regular and ir-
regular cases with permeable slopes (wave absorber) there is only a small BIAS difference
of 0.12 mm and 1.7 mm between physical model and numerical model, respectively. The
scatter index numbers in those cases are also small (0.074 and 0.076 respectively).

Table 3.3: Statistic measures computed for wave height in case of different boundaries conditions.

Case ReH10T25 IrH10T25

Sponge Permeable Impermeable Sponge Permeable Impermeable
BIAS Hrms [mm] 9.4 0.12 -2 9.3 1.7 3.1

SI Hrms 0.25 0.074 0.1 0.22 0.076 0.068
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Looking at the breaking processes (from x=−5 m to x=0 m), it is noticed that in cases
with regular waves (Figure 3.10C,E), the numerical model can well capture the breaking
processes. However, in cases with irregular waves (Figure 3.10D,F) the waves appear to
start breaking later than in the physical model. If only a few vertical layers (one to three
layers) are implemented in SWASH, the amount of wave energy dissipation due to wave
breaking may be underestimated, which can be compensated using a “breaking com-
mand” (Van den Berg et al., 2015). This command allows to initiate the wave breaking
through a threshold parameterα and stop wave breaking through a threshold parameter
β. In this study, α was varied in a range from 0.6 (default value) to 0.2 to get a better pre-
diction of the breaking processes for irregular waves. It is shown that the predictive skill
of SWASH can be improved by reducing α from 0.6 to 0.4 (BIAS reduce from 1.8mm to
1mm and SI reduce from 0.09 to 0.06 in case of wave absorber in the end) (see Table 3.4).
Similar results can be observed in cases with a sea dike at the end of the flume (Table 3.4).
Hence, the simulation of the breaking processes in cases with irregular waves can be im-
proved by tuning the breaking parameter α in the “breaking command”. However, it is
not really necessary because the difference is not significant (3% improvement). In con-
clusion, the above results confirm that the SWASH model using only default values can
well reproduce the wave transformation and set up in the scenarios without vegetation.

Table 3.4: Statistic measures computed for wave height in case of different broken parameter alpha for irregular
wave IrH10T20.

Case Wave absorber

α=0.6 α=0.4 α=0.3 α=0.2
BIAS Hrms [mm] 1.8 1 -1.9 -0.7
SI Hrms 0.09 0.06 0.07 0.15

Case Slope in the end

BIAS Hrms [mm] 3.1 1.3 -2.1 -7.8
SI Hrms 0.075 0.055 0.08 0.16

3.5.2 SWASH performance for wave transformation with mangroves

It is difficult to choose an appropriate bulk drag coefficient (Cd ) to calculate the wave
attenuation by vegetation due to the complexity of turbulence structures in and around
the vegetation. Theoretically, in cases with rigid cylinder arrays and irrotational flow, Cd

=1.
In this part, the sensitivity of the SWASH model to the drag coefficient was studied.

Five different irregular cases and five different regular cases with two mangroves den-
sities from the physical model were simulated with different values of Cd (from 1 to 1.6
with with an interval of 0.2). It is suggested that the root-mean squared wave height mea-
sured in the experiment for both regular and irregular waves can be well reproduced in
the simulations in sparse and dense cases with a bulk drag coefficient of 1.6 and 1.4,
respectively (Figure 3.11). It is noted that the 1D SWASH model does not account for
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of physical model (vertical) and numerical model (horizontal) root mean square wave
height for irregular (A,B) and regular wave (C,D) in case of different mangroves densities: sparse density (A,C)
and dense density (B,D). Four different values of the drag coefficient are used. The predicting skill of the model
is represented by the bias (top left) and scatter index (bottom right) in each plot.

the energy dissipation caused by turbulence processes in and around vegetation. In this
sense, the increase in the magnitude of the Cd value can be interpreted to compensate
for this missing mechanism of energy dissipation. In this study, an average drag coeffi-
cient of 1.5 was adopted in all cases.

Figure 3.12 illustrates the wave height transformation processes measured in the
physical model and the associated results determined by the SWASH model with differ-
ent densities of vegetation (no, sparse and dense mangrove). The results suggest that the
wave height attenuation by cylinder arrays can be well predicted by the SWASH model
(Figure 3.12A,B,E,F,I,J). Although the wave height continues to reduce inside the vegeta-
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Figure 3.12: Wave height transformation comparisons between physical model: without mangroves (black
circles), sparse mangroves (orange triangles), dense mangroves (square blues) and numerical model: without
mangroves (black line), sparse mangroves (red line), dense mangroves (blue line) for different wave height
conditions. Regular waves are represented in the left hand side and irregular waves are represented in the right
hand side.

tion, it can be clearly seen that there is a wave set-down instead of set-up in the case of
both regular and irregular waves. The balance of momentum flux and the drag force in-
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duced by the presence of cylinder arrays is the main reason of this phenomenon (Dean
and Bender, 2006). It is noticed that in all cases, this phenomenon of wave set-down
in stead of set-up inside the mangrove forest is also well reproduced by the numerical
model (Figure 3.12C,D,G,H,K,L).

3.5.3 Experimental data extended using thenumerical model

In this section, the numerical model was used to extend the length of mangroves in the
experiment from 17.5 m to 40 m (from five wave lengths to ten wave lengths). The wave
conditions (wave height and wave periods) were taken the same as in the experiment.
Representative cases with sparse vegetation and irregular waves with a wave absorber in
the end was considered.

Figure 3.13: Comparision the effective wave transmission KL determined from physical model(red markers)
and predicted from the numerical model (black markers). In cases of irregular waves, sparse vegetation with
different Ursell numbers. Ursell =50 (circles), Ursell =100 (triangles), Ursell =150 (squares), Ursell =200 (stars),
Ursell =250 (left-pointing triangles).

Figure 3.13 shows the final extended results of wave attenuation determined for the
effective transmission coefficient (KL). The first part (first five wave lengths) includes
the original experimental results (red markers) and that determined by the model (black
markers). It can be clearly seen that the model can well predict the wave attenuation
for the first five wave lengths. Therefore, the extended part (next five wave lengths) is
expected to be trustworthy. According to the numerical simulation, it is predicted that
the rate of wave attenuation rate appears to be constant after about eight wave lengths
where the changes in the wave attenuation rate become less than 5 % in all cases for
different Ursell numbers.

In this sense, the rate of wave attenuation by vegetation can be understood as a func-
tion of the number of wave lengths and Ursell numbers which can be generalized in an
exponential equation:

KL = aebn + cedn (3.7)
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Figure 3.14: Relationship between parameters a,b,c,d from Equation (3.7) and Ursell number.

where n is the number of wave lengths and a,b,c,d are proportionality coefficients
depending on the Ursell number. The relationship between these four coefficients and
the Ursell numbers is presented in Figure 3.14. In this way, the wave height attenuation
rate per number of wave length for a specific mangrove density can be presented as a
function of the wave non-linearity presented by the Ursell number.

3.6 Conclusions

In this study, the wave attenuation process due to rigid vegetation was investigated, par-
ticularly focusing on the effect of wave non-linearity on the attenuation processes. Al-
though many studies have been published on this topic, it is unclear how and to what
extent the wave characteristics affect this phenomenon. As a result, the attenuation rate
of wave height in the literature is commonly presented and evaluated as a function of an
arbitrary absolute length.

In order to obtain more insight, an experiment was performed with different scenar-
ios covering a large range of wave characteristics, including regular, irregular, broken,
and non-broken waves with different wave heights and wave periods. The results con-
firm the role of vegetation in attenuating the wave height. Moreover, a wave set-down
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instead of wave set-up due to the effect of vegetation was also observed.
The experimental data were used to evaluate the effects of the wave-non linearity on

the wave reduction processes. An effective wave transmission coefficient is proposed,
in which the wave height reduction is evaluated according to a relative length, i.e the
number of wave lengths. Moreover, the wave characteristics are assessed through the
Ursell number. It is shown that as the Ursell number increases from 0 to 250, the wave
attenuation processes are also significantly affected. It is found that, the stronger the
wave non-linearity , the stronger the attenuation of the wave height. For Ursell larger
than 250, the wave attenuation processes appear to be independent of the wave charac-
teristics. In this sense, if the characteristics of wave height (represented by Ursell) and
vegetation (density, drag coefficient) are known, the attenuation rate of the waves can be
derived.

Furthermore, a numerical model mimicking the physical model was constructed
with the SWASH model. The numerical model then was validated using the experimental
data. It is suggested that the model with only default values can well capture the transfor-
mation processes of the wave heights observed and measured in the physical model. A
drag coefficient of 1.5 for all experiments is adopted to account for the turbulent energy
dissipation processes that can not resolved in the simulations. Finally, the numerical
model was used to extend the attenuation distance of the mangroves in the experiment
so that the wave attenuation rate over up to ten wave lengths could be assessed. Based
on that, the wave attenuation rate for a specific mangrove density can be presented as a
function of the number of wave lengths and the Ursell number.
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Chapter 4

A laboratory study of long wave
attenuation through mangrove
forests

No amount of experimentation can ever prove me right;
a single experiment can prove me wrong.

Albert Einstein

As understanding the attenuation of low frequency waves inside the vegetation is still lim-
ited, a unique laboratory experiment was conducted to examine the attenuation through
vegetation of three main types of infragravity waves including free long waves, bound long
waves and mixed bound and free long waves. The experimental results were analysed and
presented in terms of cross-correlation functions, damping rates per unit number of wave
lengths and wave non-linearity effects. The results confirmed the role of mangroves in the
absorption of the long wave reflections and suggested that different types of low frequency
waves attenuate differently inside the mangrove forest. The free long waves damp fastest
and the bound long waves damp slowest inside the vegetation. Both high and low fre-
quency waves damp most effectively over the first wave length. Moreover, the larger the
wave height or the wave period, the faster the wave attenuation. Furthermore although
longer waves can penetrate further inside the vegetation than short waves, the damping
rate per wave length of the short waves is smaller than the long waves. Additionally, it
is found that bound long waves and mixed bound and free long waves strongly depend
on the wave non-linearity as expressed by the Ursell number, while free long waves are
only weakly dependent on this parameter. Last but not least, it is shown that the wave
non-linearity is the primary parameter governing the attenuation of low frequency waves
inside the vegetation.

A modified version of this chapter is planned to be submitted to Coastal Engineering. Phan, L.K., Stive M.J.F.,
Tissier, M.F.S., Truong, H.S., and Reniers A.J.H.M (2019). A laboratory study of infragravity wave attenuation by
vegetation.
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4.1 Introduction

Over the last decade, ecological wetland systems have received many attention because
of their efficient protective role in sustainable coastal development. Due to increasing
sea levels and the human exploitation, the degradation of tidal wetland vegetation in
general and mangrove forests in particular is of major concern in many coastal areas.
These issues are also true for the Mekong Delta coast, where usually only a narrow strip
of about 100 m-200 m coastal mangroves remained. At those locations, the degradation
of coastal mangrove is usually observed together with the erosion of the shoreline with
erosion rates of up to 30 myr−1 (Phan et al., 2014).

The degradation of mangrove forests is usually blamed on the effects of sea level rise
or the impacts of human intervention. While the former impacts from the sea side, the
latter impacts from the land-side and is often related to the construction of sea dikes or
fish-farms. Wherever the impacts come from the sea or land side, the mangrove forests
are usually squeezed, i.e. only a narrow strip of mangroves is remained and they usually
degrade along with the erosion of the coastal shore line. This phenomenon is known
as “mangrove squeeze”. (Phan et al., 2014) and (Truong et al., 2017) investigated that
the degradation of mangroves is strongly related to their available development space.
From the physical perspective, the hydrodynamic forces, i.e. the attenuation of waves
and flows through mangrove forests were shown to be important factors that can explain
this phenomenon. While flows are usually relevant for the estuarine mangroves Truong
et al. (2017), waves are of primary importance for coastal mangroves (Phan et al., 2014)
which is the major focus of this paper.

Numerous studies have focused on studying the attenuation of waves through man-
groves (Augustin et al., 2009; Brinkman, 2006; Massel, 2006; Mazda et al., 2006; Quar-
tel et al., 2007). It is suggested that by performing work on vegetation roots, stems and
canopies, waves travelling in a mangrove forest lose their energy and thereby their wave
height decreases (Mork, 1996). In those previous studies, primarily the attenuation of
high frequency waves were considered and that of low frequency waves has received
much less attention. Furthermore, the wave attenuation is usually presented through
a wave transmission coefficient (Kt ), also named a wave height damping coefficient,
calculated based on an absolute length scale, i.e. per meter length of the forest. Us-
ing an absolute length scale causes a large variation in results, especially as Phan et al.
(2014) investigated the attenuation of infra-gravity waves inside the forests using a nu-
merical model constructed in X-beach, and suggested that long waves penetrate over
a longer distance inside the vegetation compared to high frequency waves. In order to
obtain more insight, a new presentation method, in which the wave height reduction
is presented through a relative length scale, i.e. a unit number of wave lengths (Phan
et al., 2018). It is suggested that the longer waves need a longer distance to attenuate in
the mangrove forest compared to shorter waves. Furthermore, the effect of wave non-
linearity was revealed using the Ursell number (Phan et al., 2018). These findings have
motivated this study, based on a unique laboratory study of both low and high frequency
wave attenuation through a mangrove forest.

In the Mekong Delta, the shoreline slope is usually gentle of about 1/10000 and the
waves are mostly wind waves (Phan et al., 2014). In this condition, the bound long waves
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can be generated by the grouping of natural incident random waves. Low frequency
waves or so called long waves, which were also known as infra-gravity waves are waves
generated by the transfer of energy from high frequency waves or so called short waves
(Hamm et al., 1993). When short waves propagates toward foreshore, changing their
amplitude because of the variation in the water depth, lose their energy and break over
depth changes, i.e. bars (Agnon, 1993; Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1964), bound low
frequency waves can be released to propagate freely. This processes of energy transfer
from high frequency waves can be caused by different mechanisms. For example, the
fluctuation of wave set-up in response to fluctuations in incident wave amplitude (List,
1991) or the movement of break points (Schäffer, 1993; Symonds et al., 1982). In real-
ity, these two mechanisms can occur simultaneously, but, depending on the local and
external boundary conditions, one of the two mechanisms can dominate. A number
of studies has shown that the breakpoint forcing mechanism for infragravity waves was
mainly relevant for steep beaches, and that over mild sloping beaches the bound long
wave mechanism was dominating (Baldock and Huntley, 2002; Battjes et al., 2004). Thus
the breakpoint mechanism is likely to be an important generation mechanism for the
lab experiments but not over real mangroves due to their very mild slopes. How relevant
the generation mechanism is regards the behaviour of the released long waves is an un-
resolved issue. However, despite the difference in the generation mechanism, it must be
concluded that low frequency waves can include bound long waves, free long waves and
a mixture between the two.

It is noticed that free long waves and bound long waves can have different effects
on mass transport, for instance while the negative mass transport is related to bound
long waves, free long waves are related to positive mass transport (Longuet-Higgins and
Stewart, 1964). However, despite of their importance, understanding the generation and
propagation of infra-gravity waves is limited, especially in terms of the presence of a
mangrove forest. Therefore, the main purpose of this study is: (1) to understand how
these types of long waves attenuate differently inside the vegetation and (2) to clarify
which factor is important for the attenuation processes of low frequency waves.

4.2 Methodology

4.2.1 Experimental set up and wave conditions

In order to achieve the research objectives, a unique experiment including up to 17.5 m
length of cylinder arrays was constructed, allowing the propagation of up to five wave
lengths. The experimental set up is presented in Figure 4.1. Because of the very gentle
slope of the Mekong Delta coast (1/10000), waves propagating towards the mangroves
are usually broken before entering the mangrove forests (Phan et al., 2014). As a result,
they have lost their primary spectral energy and long wave energy has developed. There-
fore a horizontal deeper part and a steep wooden slope with a combination slope of 1/10
and 1/20 was used to simulate the processes of shoaling and breaking waves.

Different mangrove densities were considered including cases without mangroves
(AV 0), with sparse mangroves (AV 1, 200 cylinder/m2) and with dense mangroves (AV 2,
400 cylinder/m2). Phan et al. (2018) used the same experimental configuration to study
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Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the experiment set up, including the locations of wave gauges, EMSs and vege-
tation. The vegetation starts from x=0 in the positive direction. The vegetation starts from x=0 in the positive
direction. Not to scale.

the wave attenuation of high frequency waves, emphasizing the effects of wave non-
linearity.

This study focuses on the generation and the attenuation of the low frequency waves.
Two main wave input conditions, viz. irregular waves with JONSWAP spectrum (wave
type 1) and irregular waves with a double peaked spectrum (wave type 2) were consid-
ered at the wave paddle. Figure 4.2 illustrates time series signals and their associated
spectra for these two wave types. Wave generation cases with predominant bound long
waves in the offshore (wave type 1) where if no breaking occurs a limited amount of free
long waves will emerge due to shoaling and interaction with vegetation (Scenario 1N)
and when breaking occurs a substantial amount of free long waves will emerge (Scenario
1B). Wave generation cases of predominant free long waves in the offshore (Scenario 2)
where the wave groups will generate bound long waves which persist in the absense of
breaking (Scenario 2N) but will be released when breaking occurs (Scenario 2B). In this
context, three main different wave conditions were recorded in the experiment which
are (1) predominant bound long waves (Scenario 1N); (2) predominant free long waves
(Scenario 2N and 2B); and (3) a mixed of bound and free long waves (Scenario 1B).

In scenarios of wave type 1, significant wave height (Hs ) ranges from 3 to 10 cm at
the wave paddle, peak period (Tp ) ranges from 2 to 3 s. In scenarios of wave type 2, the
wave height ranges from 2 to 6 cm at the wave paddle, the peak period is 2.5 s and for
low frequency waves, the peak period (T pl f ) ranges from 10 to 15 s which is comparable
with that observed from scenarios of wave type 1.

Table 4.1: Experiment scenarios with wave characteristics at the wave paddle (significant wave height and
peak period) and calculated incoming total waves, low and high frequency wave at the edge of the mangroves.
Legend explanation presented in the end of the table.

Case

At the wave paddle
(total waves)

At the seaward edge of the mangroves
(incoming waves)

Wave
type

x= -17.5 [m] 0 [m]

Hs
[cm]

T ph f
[s]

T pl f
[s]

Ht0
[cm]

Hh f 0
[cm]

Hl f 0
[cm]

Hh f 0/Ht0 Hl f 0/Ht0

AV1/AV2*IrH03T20 1N 3 2 8 2.5 2.48 0.32 0.992 0.128
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AV1/AV2*IrH03T25 1N 3 2.5 10 2.71 2.69 0.33 0.993 0.122
AV1/AV2*IrH03T30 1N 3 3 12 2.59 2.58 0.3 0.996 0.116
AV1/AV2*IrH05T20 1N 5 2 8 4.16 4.09 0.76 0.983 0.183
AV1/AV2*IrH05T25 1N 5 2.5 10 4.23 4.17 0.73 0.986 0.173
AV1/AV2*IrH05T30 1N 5 3 12 4.14 4.08 0.66 0.986 0.16
AV0/AV1/AV2*IrH07T20 1B 7 2 8 4.98 4.86 1.08 0.976 0.217
AV0/AV1/AV2*IrH07T25 1B 7 2.5 10 5.24 5.12 1.12 0.977 0.213
AV0/AV1/AV2*IrH07T30 1B 7 3 12 4.8 4.71 0.94 0.981 0.196
AV0/AV1/AV2*IrH10T20 1B 10 2 8 5.75 5.55 1.49 0.965 0.259
AV0/AV1/AV2*IrH10T25 1B 10 2.5 10 5.85 5.64 1.56 0.964 0.267
AV0/AV1/AV2*IrH10T30 1B 10 3 12 5.5 5.31 1.43 0.965 0.26
AV1/AV2*2peak21 2N 2 2.5 12.5 1.48 1.04 1.05 0.703 0.71
AV1*2peak22 2N 2 2.5 10 1.34 0.97 0.93 0.724 0.694
AV1*2peak23 2N 2 2.5 15 1.53 1.09 1.07 0.712 0.699
AV1/AV2*2peak41 2B 4 2.5 12.5 3.8 2.82 2.55 0.742 0.671
AV1*2peak42 2B 4 2.5 10 3.01 2.21 2.04 0.734 0.678
AV1*2peak43 2B 4 2.5 15 3.82 2.86 2.53 0.749 0.662
AV0/AV1/AV2*2peak61 2B 6 2.5 12.5 5.21 3.95 3.4 0.758 0.653
AV0/AV1/AV2*2peak62 2B 6 2.5 10 6.62 5.05 4.27 0.763 0.645
AV1/AV2*2peak63 2B 6 2.5 15 6.47 4.92 4.2 0.76 0.645

AV0/AV1/AV2: no mangroves/sparse mangroves/dense mangroves.
IrH10T25: Irregular wave with Jonswap spectrum, Hs=10cm; Tp=2.5s.
2peak21: irregular wave with double peak spectrum.
Wave type 1N: Jonswap spectrum input at the wave paddle, non-broken wave
Wave type 1B: Jonswap spectrum input at the wave paddle, broken wave
Wave type 2N: double peak spectrum as input at the wave paddle, non-broken wave
Wave type 2B: double peak spectrum as input at the wave paddle, broken wave
Ht0: total incoming wave height at the edge of the mangroves.
Hh f 0: incoming high frequency wave height at the edge of the mangroves.
Hl f 0: incoming low frequency wave height at the edge of the mangroves.

These different scenarios of wave characteristics at the wave paddle (Hs and Tp ) and
their corresponding calculated incoming total, low and high frequency wave heights at
the mangrove edge are presented in Table 4.1. The incoming waves are determined ac-
cording to the method of Guza et al. (1985) which was proven to be applicable for irreg-
ular wave with same bathymetry and wave conditions (Phan et al., 2018).

It is noticed that in scenarios of wave type 1, at the seaward edge of the mangrove
forest, the energy of long waves obtained in cases of broken waves (Hl f 0/Ht0 ranges from
0.21 to 0.27, Table 4.1) is larger than in cases of non-broken waves (Hl f 0/Ht0 ranges from
0.12 to 0.18, Table 4.1). This can be interpreted in terms of the breaking mechanism.
In cases of broken waves, long wave energy was generated by two mechanisms which
are (1) the release of the bound long wave (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1964) and (2)
the generation of free long waves by the movement of the break points (Symonds et al.,
1982). However, in cases of non-broken waves, long wave energy stems mainly from the
bound long wave energy.

Furthermore, in cases of wave type 2, free long waves may behave as short waves,
i.e. shoaling and then breaking on the transition slope. Therefore, in case of broken
waves, long waves also break and reduce their energy before they enter the mangroves.
Consequently, at the seaward edge of the mangroves, free long wave energy in cases of
broken waves (Hl f 0/Ht0 ranges from 0.65 to 0.68, Table 4.1) is smaller than in case of
non-broken waves (Hl f 0/Ht0 ranges from 0.69 to 0.71, Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.2: Representative time series signal (left hand side) and its associated wave spectrum (right hand side)
at the wave paddle corresponding to irregular JOHNSWAP spectrum (upper panels) and double peak spectrum
(lower panels).

4.2.2 Infragravity wave transformation

Three interaction modes of the low and high frequency waves in cases of dense man-
groves are examined in five different experiment scenarios using the cross-correlation
between the short waves envelope and long waves. These interaction modes are (1) the
interaction between the free waves and short wave group inside the mangroves (case
AV2*2peak21-double peak spectrum with significant wave height at the wave paddle
is 2 cm, peak period of high frequency wave is 2.5 s and peak period of low frequency
is 12.5 s); (2) the interaction between the bound long waves and the short wave group
inside the mangroves (case AV2*IrH03T25-irregular wave with wave height at the wave
paddle is 3 cm, peak period is 2.5 s, and case AV2*IrH05T25-irregular wave with wave
height at the wave paddle is 5 cm, peak period is 2.5 s); and (3) the interaction between
the mixed bound and free long waves and short wave group inside the mangroves (case
AV2*IrH07T25-irregular wave with wave height at the wave paddle is 7 cm, peak period
is 2.5 s, and case AV2*IrH10T25-irregular wave with wave height at the wave paddle is
10 cm, peak period is 2.5 s). In order to highlight the influence of mangroves on the wave
transformation, the cross-correlation of the mixed bound and free long wave and the
short wave group in two cases without mangroves (AV0*IrH07T25 and AV0*IrH10T25)
are presented as the reference cases.

The cross-correlation can be determined according to the definition of Bendat and
Piersol (2011):

RXi Xr (τ) = 〈Xi (t )Xr (t +τ)〉
σX iσX r

(4.1)

Where Xi (t ) and Xr (t ) are the harmonic signals,σX i andσX r are the standard devia-
tions of Xi (t ) and Xr (t ), τ is the phase lag and Rxi xr is the cross-correlation for these two
signals.
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The low and high frequency waves were split using band pass filtering ( fspl i t = fpeak /2).
The envelope of the high-frequency wave is determined using the Hilbert transform op-
erator (Equation (4.2)):

|A(t )| =
∣∣∣ηh f (t )+ iΓ{ηh f }

∣∣∣l f
(4.2)

In which, |A(t )| is the high-frequency envelop, which can be interpreted as the enve-
lope of the short-wave group (Janssen et al., 2003) and Γ is the Hilbert transform opera-
tor. Representative bandpass filtered low-frequency waves (black line), bandpass filtered
high-frequency waves (blue line) and their associated envelope (red line) derived follow-
ing this methodology are illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Example of bandpass filtered high-frequency signal (blue line) and the corresponding low-
frequency signal (black line). Wave envelope (red line) was obtained using the Hilbert transform of high fre-
quency wave signal measured at 5 m from the wave paddle for case IrH10T25.

4.3 The generation of infragravity waves

In this section, different mechanisms of generating infra-gravity waves were examined
through the autocorrelation of short wave envelopes and long waves as well as the cross-
correlation between them. The cross-correlation function (Equation (4.1)) is used to
analyse the generation of infragravity waves in front of and inside the mangrove forest.

4.3.1 Propagation of short wave envelope

Figure 4.4 shows the cross-correlation between the squared envelop signal across the
flume with respect to the location 12.5 m in front of the vegetation edge RA A (T, xi , xr =−12.5 m)
in case of dense mangroves. It can be clearly seen that there is a band of positive corre-
lation with increasing phase lag (T ) towards the shoreline for all five cases. The dashed
line in this figure indicates time lag values for waves which propagate at the group ve-
locity cg and the peak frequency Tp . This confirms the expected propagation of the
wave groups (wave envelop). It is also suggested that the cross-correlation varies along
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Figure 4.4: Cross-correlation of the squared short wave envelope (auto correlation) in case of dense mangroves.
The dashed line shows the phase difference based on the group celerity cg .

with the changes of the water depth (or bathymetry). At the beginning of the slope
(x=−12.5 m), as the waves travel on the slope, the water depth decreases and the cross-
correlation regularly decreases. However, along the flat bottom where the water depth
remain unchanged (from x=−5 m to x=5 m), the cross-correlation increases. Finally when
the waves penetrate into the forest and propagate toward the end of the flume (from
x >5 m) the cross-correlation slowly reduces again. The results show that there is a good
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agreement between the computed lags and the observed lags of the maximum correla-
tion

Figure 4.5: Cross-correlation of the squared short wave envelope in case without mangroves. The dashed line
shows the phase difference based on the group celerity cg .

Figure 4.5 presents the cross-correlation of the squared short wave envelope in case
without mangroves. It can be seen that the cross-correlation reduces continuously from
the beginning toward the end of the flume in cases without vegetation. Moreover, the
values of cross-correlation in case of no mangroves appear to be larger than in cases
with dense mangroves (darker red colour - in the same scenarios: AV0*IrH07T25 and
AV0*IrH10T25). This can be interpreted in terms of the influence of mangroves on the
propagation of short waves. Because mangroves are very effective in damping higher
waves, the presence of mangroves in cases with dense mangrove causes deformation of
the short wave group. In another words, mangroves reduce the groupiness of the waves.
Consequently, the cross-correlation of the short wave envelop in case of dense man-
groves is smaller than in cases without mangroves.

4.3.2 Propagation of infragravity wave

The low frequency wave signal at 12.5 m in front of the mangrove edge is compared to
the low-frequency wave signal at different locations along the flume through the auto
correlation coefficients (Rl l (T, xi , xr )) of the low-frequency wave signal in cases of dense
mangroves (Figure 4.6). Similar to the propagation of the short wave envelope, a band
of positive correlation can also be observed confirming the onshore propagation of the
low-frequency waves for all the conditions tested. Furthermore, the evolution of the
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Figure 4.6: Auto-corelation of the low-frequency waves Rl l (T,xi,xr) in case of dense mangroves. The dashed
line shows the phase difference based on the group celerity cg .

band with positive correlation, corresponding to the propagation of the low-frequency
waves is well described by the computed phase lags based on the group celerity cg .

It is noted that a zero value of cross-correlation implies that the wave structure group
is disappeared. In this context, it is found that the disappearance of the wave struc-
ture group can be explained regarding the presence of mangroves and the breaking pro-
cesses of waves. In cases with mangroves, for both non-broken and broken waves, the
cross-correlation value is about zeros after about 5 m inside the mangrove forest (see
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Figure 4.6-1N and 1B).

Figure 4.7: Auto-correlation of the low-frequency waves Rl l (T,xi,xr) in case of no mangroves. The dashed line
shows the phase difference based on the group celerity cg .

Figure 4.7 illustrates the autocorrelation of the low-frequency waves Rl l (T, xi , xr ) in
case without mangroves. A band of positive correlation from the end of the flume toward
the wave paddle can be clearly observed in this figure. It is noticed that this ridge in
cases without mangrove corresponding to the reflection of the low frequency wave at
the end of the flume cannot be observed in cases with dense mangroves (Figure 4.6).
This result again confirms the role of vegetation in general and mangroves in particular
on the absorption of the long wave reflection.

4.3.3 Interaction between short wave envelope and infra-gravity waves

Figure 4.8 illustrates the cross-correlation coefficients between the short wave envelope
at 12.5 m in front of mangroves edge and the low-frequency waves at each location along
the flume Rs l (T, xi , xr = −12.5m) in case of dense mangroves. The dashed line shows
the phase difference based on the group celerity cg . Three different modes of interac-
tion mentioned previously can be clearly observed. Firstly, in the case of predominant
free long waves (AV2*2peak21), there is no connection between low frequency waves
and the wave group. As a result, there is a band of constant positive cross-correlation
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with a value of about 0.1 observed along the flume. Secondly, in cases of predominant

Figure 4.8: Cross-correlation function between the short wave envelope and the low-frequency waves Rsl
(T, xi , xr = −12.5m) in case of dense mangroves. The dashed line shows the phase difference based on the
group celerity cg .

bound long waves (AV2*IrH03T25 and AV2*IrH05T25), because the bound long waves
are not yet generated at the wave paddle, the cross-correlation starts around zero, after
that, as the bound long waves develop along with the wave group, the cross-correlation
starts reaching negative values. The negative cross-correlation between the short wave
envelopes and bound long waves implies that as the value of short waves group increase
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at the beginning, the value of bound long waves will decrease in this region. Inside the
mangroves, the cross-correlation remains negative towards the end of the flume. The
propagation of the low-frequency wave is also well described by the computed phase
lags based on the group celerity (cg) (dashed line).

Figure 4.9: Cross-correlation function between the short wave envelope and the low-frequency waves Rsl
(T, xi , xr = −12.5m) in case without mangroves. The dashed line shows the phase difference based on the
group celerity cg .

Thirdly, when the mixed bound and free long waves presented inside the mangrove
forest (AV2*IrH07T25 and AV2*IrH10T25), the cross-correlation coefficient was negative
at the beginning and then switched to positive values after the breaking area. This indi-
cates that outside the breaking region, the low frequency waves are bound with the wave
group. After that, the interaction between low frequency waves and short wave group
reduced, and the bound long waves were released as free waves. These released bound
long waves propagated slightly faster than the wave group with the velocity c = √

g h.
The cross-correlation in the scenarios with the same wave conditions but without man-
groves (AV0*IrH07T25 and AV0*IrH10T25) are presented in Figure 4.9. It can be clearly
seen that the cross-correlation coefficient in both cases changed from negative to posi-
tive values after the breaking point.

In order to obtain more insight into the interaction between low frequency wave and
the wave groups, the local cross-correlation is computed (Figure 4.10). In the case of
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Figure 4.10: Cross-correlation function between the short wave envelope and the low frequency waves
Rsl (T, i , i ).

predominant free long waves (case AV2*2peak21), a constant positive value of cross-
correlation can be observed. Once again, a constant negative value of cross-correction
can be observed in case of predominant bound long wave (case AV2*IrH03T25 and case
IrH05T25). A negative cross-correlation between the bound long waves and the short
wave groups was found to develop before the breaking sets in the two cases AV2*IrH07T25
and AV2*IrH10T25. The cross-correlation coefficient smoothly switched from negative
to positive values, indicating that a part of the bound long wave outside the surf zone is
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released to become free long waves before entering the mangrove forest.

4.4 Low and high frequency wave attenuation through man-
groves

In this section, the attenuation of low and high frequency waves through mangroves is
presented and the effects of wave non-linearity on the wave attenuation is examined.

4.4.1 Low and high frequency wave transformation

Figure 4.11 presents the transformation of low and high frequency waves along the flume
for cases of different wave types including wave types 1N (orange markers), wave type 1B
(purple markers), and wave type 2B (green markers) in the cases of dense mangroves.

Firstly, it can be seen that in cases of broken waves (wave type 1B and wave type
2B), although the height of low frequency waves at the mangrove edge (location x = 0m)
in the case of wave type 2B of about 4 cm is larger than that in the case of wave type
1B of about 2 cm, the height of the low frequency waves at the end of the mangroves is
almost the same. This result suggests that inside the mangrove forest, free long waves
are dampened faster than the mixed type of broken bound and free long waves.

Moreover, it can also be seen that the wave type of predominant bound long waves
(orange triangles) and predominant free long waves (green triangles) attenuate differ-
ently inside the mangrove forest. Inside the mangroves, free long waves appear to be
damped faster than bound long waves. In general, by comparing the wave height of
different scenarios, i.e. (1) predominant free long waves, (2) predominant bound long
waves and (3) mixed bound and free long waves, it is suggested that mangroves appear
to be more effective in damping free long waves than mixed bound and free long waves
and bound long waves. The wave height attenuation inside mangroves in these three
different wave conditions will be focused on in more detail in the next section of the
paper.

4.4.2 Low frequency and high frequency wave attenuation per unit wave
length

It is suggested that examining wave attenuation through a relative length scale, i.e. per
unit wave length instead of an absolute length scale, e.g. per meter length of mangrove
forest, provides a better understanding of the influence of the wave characteristics on
the wave attenuation processes (Phan et al., 2018). Therefore, in this section, wave at-
tenuation inside mangroves is presented in terms of the the number of wave lengths for
low frequency and high frequency waves.

Figure 4.12 illustrates the relationship between the normalized wave energy of high
frequency waves (circle markers) and low frequency waves (triangle markers) for wave
type 1 and the dimensionless number of wave length (x/L) for different wave periods,
i.e. Tp = 2s (orange markers), Tp = 2.5s (purple markers), Tp = 3s (green markers) and
different wave heights at the wave paddle, i.e. Hs = 3cm (panel A), Hs = 5cm(panel B),
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Figure 4.11: High frequency wave height (circle markers) and low frequency wave height (triangle markers)
transformation in cases of dense mangroves for wave type 1B (purple markers), wave type 2B (green markers),
wave type 1N (orange markers).

Hs = 7cm(panel C) and Hs = 10cm (panel D). In which, x is the measured location and
L is the wave length determined based on the peak frequency. The normalized wave
energy E is calculated according to: E = Ex /Eo ; In which, Ex is the energy at the loca-
tion x inside the mangrove forest and E0 is the energy at the seaward edge of the forest
(x = 0m). In cases of wave type 1N (panel C and D), significant wave height at the wave
paddle (Hs ) is 3 and 5 cm, due to the shoaling process the significant wave height at the
mangrove edge (Ht0) ranges from about 2.5− 2.7 cm and 4.1−4.2 cm due to wave period
differences.

In this figure, it can be clearly seen that both low and high frequency waves damp
most effectively over the first wave length (from x/L = 0 to x/L = 1). Long wave energy
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Figure 4.12: Normalized high frequency wave energy (circle markers) and low frequency wave energy (triangle
markers) attenuation with respect to the dimensionless parameter x/L in case of dense mangroves for different
wave height of wave type 1: panel A (Hs at the wave maker is 3cm, Hto at the edge of the mangroves range from
2.5 to 2.7cm), panel B(Hs at the wave maker is 5cm, Hto at the edge of the mangroves range from 4.1 to 4.2
cm), panel C (Hs at the wave maker is 7cm, Hto at the edge of the mangroves range from 4.8 to 5.2cm), panel D
(Hs at the wave maker is 10cm, Hto at the edge of the mangroves range from 5.5 to 5.9 cm) and different wave
period: Tp =2.0 s (orange markers), Tp=2.5s (purple markers), Tp=3.0s(green markers).

damps faster than short wave energy, especially in cases of wave type 1B. For example,
after one wave length (x/L = 1), high frequency energy damped about 80% while low fre-
quency energy damped about 90% in case of wave heights at the edge of the mangroves
in the range 5.5− 5.9 cm (panel A). The results suggest that the higher the waves the
faster the damping. This finding is also true for both long and short waves. For example
after one wave length, there is only about 70% of long waves damped in cases when the
wave height at the mangrove edge are in the range 2.5− 2.7 cm. However, when the wave
heights at the mangrove edge are 5.5− 5.9 cm, more than 90% of long waves damped.
Furthermore, the results also suggest that mangroves are more effective in damping a
mix of bound and free long waves (panel A and B) than in damping only bound long
waves (panel C and D). It is also noted that in all conditions tested, the higher the wave
period, the faster the wave damping.
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In order to examine the influence of mangroves on the attenuation processes of free
long waves, similar results between the normalized energy and dimensionless length
(x/L) were also plotted in cases of wave type 2 (Figure 4.13). It can be seen that in cases
when free long waves are predominant inside the mangroves, the higher the waves, the
faster the wave damping. For example, in cases of 5.2 cm wave height at the edge of
the mangroves (blue triangles), after one wave length there was only about 4% of wave
energy is left. In cases when the wave height at the mangrove edge is 1.7 cm (black trian-
gles), more than 10% of wave energy was left.

Furthermore, in cases when the wave heights at the mangrove edge are similar, for
example Ht0 = 5.2cm (triangle purples, panel A, Figure 4.12) and 5.8cm (blue triangles,
Figure 4.13), about 8% of long wave energy was left after one wave length in cases of the
mixed of bound and free long waves (triangle purples, panel A, Figure 4.12), while only
about 4% of energy was left in cases of the predominant free long waves (blue triangles,
Figure 4.13). This means that the free long waves appear to damp faster than the mixed
bound and free long waves.

Figure 4.13: Normalized high frequency wave energy (circle markers) and low frequency wave energy (triangle
markers) attenuation with respect to the dimensionless parameter x/L in case of dense mangroves for different
wave height of wave type 2: Hs at the wave maker is 2cm, Hto at the edge of the mangroves is 1.7 cm (black
markers), Hs at the wave maker is 4cm, Hto at the edge of the mangroves is 3.8 cm (red markers) and Hs at the
wave maker is 6cm, Hto at the edge of the mangroves is 5.2 cm (blue markers). Short wave period is 2.5s and
long wave period is 12.5s.

In conclusion, it can be seen that the attenuation of both long and short waves inside
the mangroves are affected by wave heights and wave periods. The larger the wave height
and the wave period, the faster the wave damping is. This is true for both cases of long
and short waves. Furthermore, the type of long waves also has influence on the long
wave attenuation inside the mangroves. The results show that free long waves seem to
damp faster than a mixed of bound and free long wave or bound long waves. And the
mixed bound and free long waves appear to damp faster than bound long waves.

4.4.3 Effect of wave non-linearity on low frequency and high frequency
wave attenuation by mangroves

Phan et al. (2018) examined the influence of wave non-linearity on the total wave height
attenuation inside the mangrove forest using the Ursell number. As shown in previous
sections, it is suggested that the attenuation of both long and short waves inside man-
groves is affected by the wave characteristics, i.e. wave heights and wave periods. This
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suggests that the Ursell number can also be applied to illustrate the influences of the
wave characteristics on the damping processes for both long and short waves.

Figure 4.14 shows the relationship between the Ursell number and normalized wave
energy after the first wave length (E1L) for both long (triangle markers) and short waves
(circle markers). The normalized wave energy after the first wave length was calculated
based on: E1L = E1/E0. In which E1 is the wave energy after one wave length inside man-
groves and E0 is the energy at the edge of the mangroves. It can be seen that when the

Figure 4.14: Relationship between normalized wave energy after the first wave length E1L and Ursell number
for high frequency waves (blue circle markers in case of sparse mangroves and orange circles markers in case
of dense mangroves) and low frequency waves (different intensity red triangle markers for sparse mangroves
density and different intensity green triangle markers for dense mangroves). The intensity of the colour range
from darkest to lightest represent for bound long wave, mixed of bound and free long wave and free long wave.
The trend lines for the sparse density cases ( black dash line) and for dense density cases (grey dash line) are
fourth order polynomial lines.

Ursell number is smaller than 1000, the normalized wave energy of both low and hight
frequency waves reduce significantly when the Ursell number increases. This means that
the non-linearity of the waves appear to have the same effects on the attenuation of the
low and high frequency waves as for that of total wave height. However, when the Ursell
number is larger than 1000, the results suggested that the normalized wave energy no
longer depends on the wave non-linearity.
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Additionally, in cases of sparse mangroves, if the Ursell number is smaller than 200,
the attenuation rate of long waves (darkest-red triangles) is different with that of short
waves (blue circles). However, in cases of dense mangroves, there is no difference be-
tween the attenuation rate of long and short waves (darkest-green triangles and orange
circles, respectively). This means that mangrove density plays a significant role, espe-
cially when Ursell number is smaller than 200. Furthermore, when Ursell number is
increased (200 <Ur sel l < 1000), the normalized wave energy is reduced by about 15%
for low frequency waves by increasing the mangrove densities from 200 to 400 sticks/m2.
However, when Ursell is increased (500 < Ur sel l < 1000), it can be seen that the influ-
ences of mangrove density on the wave energy dissipation E appear to be weaker. When
Ursell is larger than 1000, the results in cases of two different densities are merged indi-
cating that low frequency wave energy dissipation is independent of the mangrove den-
sity.

Figure 4.14 includes three types of long waves, i.e. the predominant bound long waves,
predominant free long waves and the mixed bound and free long waves. These different
types of long waves are represented with different colour intensity ranging from dark to
light red in cases of sparse mangrove density and from dark to light green in cases of
dense mangrove density. The result suggests that while wave with predominant bound
long waves and mixed bound and free long waves are significantly affected by the wave
non-linearity and mangroves density, wave with predominant free long waves are less
dependent of these two factors.

In general, although the wave conditions in front of the mangroves are different in
types, i.e. broken and non-broken wave, predominant bound long waves, mixed bound
and free long waves and predominant free long waves, the wave energy dissipation for
both low and high frequency waves is increased together with increasing Ursell number.
In this context, wave non-linearity is a main factor controlling the wave attenuation pro-
cess inside mangroves of short waves and long waves, especially when the Ursell number
is smaller than 1000.

4.5 Conclusions

This study investigates the attenuation of three main types of infragravity waves through
mangrove forests using a large data set obtained in a unique laboratory experiment. The
results are examined in terms of the cross-correlation functions, the wave energy dissi-
pation per number of wave lengths and the Ursell number. The cross-correlation func-
tion reveals the mechanisms in which different types of long waves are created, propa-
gated and penetrated into the mangrove forest. The attenuation rate of wave height pre-
sented according to the number of wave lengths reveals the dependence of the low fre-
quency wave attenuation through mangroves on the length of waves. Finally, the Ursell
number shows the influence of wave non-linearity on the damping processes of low fre-
quency waves.

Specifically, using cross-correlation allows to confirm and clarify the generation of
long waves in the flume. While the long waves develop with the short wave group al-
lows to create bound long waves, free long waves can be generated by adding additional
long wave energy together with the short wave group at the wave paddle. The mixed
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bound and free long waves can be reproduced by forcing part of bound long waves to
break. Furthermore, comparing the auto-correlation of long waves, short waves and the
cross-correlation between them in cases with and without mangroves confirms the ef-
fect of mangroves on the absorption of the low frequency wave energy. In cases with
dense mangroves, the reflection of low frequency waves, that can clearly observed in
cases without mangroves, can not be observed. In other words, most of the reflected
long waves were absorbed by the mangroves.

By presenting the low frequency wave energy dissipation according to the number of
wave length, it is suggested that both high and low frequency waves damp significantly
over the first wave length. Furthermore, the wave height attenuation determined ac-
cording to an absolute length scale (i.e. per meter of mangrove width) suggested that
the long waves can penetrate further inside mangrove forest than short waves. This can
actually be interpreted by determining the wave height attenuation according to a rel-
ative length scale, i.e. the number of wave length, in which the attenuation rate of the
wave depends on its length. This means that longer waves require further distance de-
pending on their corresponding lengths to damp to the same attenuation rate achieved
by short waves. Actually, in this study, for conditions tested, it is shown that the damping
rate per wave length of the long waves is even larger than that of short waves. In other
words, long waves appear to penetrate further inside the mangrove than short waves,
but their attenuation rate per wave length is larger than that of short waves. The results
also suggest that the damping rate of the free long waves is largest, larger than that of
the mixed bound and free long waves, and bound long waves have the smallest damp-
ing rate. Additionally, it is also shown that the higher the waves or the larger the wave
period, the faster the wave damping. This means that the attenuation of low frequency
waves appears to depend on the wave non-linearity which can be illustrated using the
Ursell number.

Studying the relationship between the Ursell number and the rate of wave attenua-
tion shows that if the Ursell number is smaller than 1000, the rate of short and long wave
attenuation strongly depends on the wave non-linearity. Furthermore, it is shown that
if the Ursell number is smaller than 500, the mangrove density has a strong influence
on the wave attenuation. Moreover, for conditions tested, it is shown that bound long
waves and mixed bound and free long waves strongly depend on the wave non-linearity,
while free long waves are less dependent on this factor. Finally, the results suggest that
the larger the Ursell number, the larger the wave height dissipation. This means that
the most dominant factor controlling the dissipation rate of the wave height of low fre-
quency waves inside the mangrove forest is the wave non-linearity as expressed by the
Ursell number.
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Chapter 5

A Numerical study of coastal
mangrove squeeze in the Mekong
Delta

Linh PHAN KHANH

All life is an experiment;
The more experiments you make the better.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

In this chapter, the attenuation processes of both low and high frequency waves was nu-
merically investigated regarding different slopes inside and in front of a mangrove forest.
Furthermore, the effects of human intervention on this attenuation process was investi-
gated in terms of different mangrove widths associated with different slopes or locations
of sea dikes. The results suggest that the variation of the slope inside or in front of a man-
grove forest associated with the topography profile of the mangrove forest or the location
of sea dikes may significantly influence the wave attenuation processes. On the one hand,
the steeper the slope inside the mangrove forest, the larger the wave height propagating to-
ward the mangroves and the faster the normalized wave energy is dissipated per number
of wave lengths inside the mangrove forest. On the other hand, the steeper the slopes in
front of the mangrove forest, the larger wave heights in front of mangroves and the slower
wave height energy absorption inside the mangrove forest.

This chapter is in preparation for submission to Journal of Coastal Research.
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5.1 Introduction

Mangroves dominating the inter tidal area between the Mean Sea water Level (MSL) and
the Mean High water Level(MHL) are an important tool to absorb the propagating waves
and currents (Alongi, 2008; Duke and Schmitt, 2016). In normal conditions, the complex
roots, stems and canopies of mangroves can effectively absorb a large amount of energy
of incoming waves and flows. Consequently, waves and flows are smaller, increasing
thereby the window of opportunity for sediments and nutrients to be exchanged and
deposited in and around the vegetation patch. Furthermore, the presence of mangroves
is also strengthening the soil (Chapman, 1976; Hong and San, 1993; Kathiresan, 2003).
As a result, the stability of the shorelines is significantly increased.

Numerous publications in this field have attempted to clarify the role of vegetation in
general, and mangroves in particular, in the protection of shorelines (Adrian and Maru-
sic, 2012; Alongi, 2002; Anthony and Gratiot, 2012; Bao, 2011; Brinkman, 2006; Brinkman
et al., 1997; Christensen et al., 2008; Gilman et al., 2007; Nikora Vladimir, 2009).The atten-
uation of waves through vegetation has been among one of the issues of most concern,
as waves are the main hydrodynamic force to which the coastal mangrove forests are pri-
marily exposed (Truong et al., 2017). The studies conducted at the laboratory (Augustin
et al., 2009), or in the field (Aucan and Ridd, 2000; Furukawa et al., 1997; Horstman et al.,
2014; Mazda et al., 1995; Wolanski et al., 1990), combining various numerical tools (Au-
gustin et al., 2009; Phan et al., 2015; Truong et al., 2017) have confirmed the crucial role
of mangroves in damping the waves and protecting the coastal area from erosion.

However, in the Mekong Delta the mangroves are usually squeezed between sea dikes
or fish farms and a sea with an increasingly threatening water level rise. Over the last
three decades a large part of the mangrove forests in the Mekong area have been de-
stroyed and converted into fish farms (Truong et al., 2017). The river banks and coastal
shorelines at the locations where the mangroves were degraded are suffering from a
strong erosion of up to 100 myr−1 (Phan et al., 2015). It is found that river banks and
coastal areas where the mangroves are healthy and cover a wide area are frequently less
erosive than the regions where only a narrow strip of mangroves are left (Phan et al.,
2015; Truong et al., 2017). It is observed that most research in the literature focused on
the subject of a wide mangrove forest and whether or not and to what extent the defen-
sive role of mangroves can be influenced by changes in boundary conditions, such as a
restricted width of the mangrove forest, is unknown.

Furthermore, most published studies have not yet considered the impact of a slope
variation inside the forests. In reality, in the condition where there are no sea dikes and
no human interventions landward of the mangrove forest, as for example in the Mekong
Delta Coast, the width of mangroves can be up to 1500 m and the slope inside the man-
groves can range of about 1/500 to about 1/1000 in front of the mangroves strip, and up
to a hundred meters a slope is about 1/150 and further offshore, a slope of about 1/1200
was usually observed (Phan et al., 2015). However, in eroded scenarios the slope inside
the mangrove forest can be much steeper. For example, the slope inside the mangrove
forest in Ganh Hao, Bac Lieu, is about 1/200 (SIWRR, 2010). In this area, only a narrow
strip of about 100 m of mangroves was left and the erosion rate is up to 50 myr−1. In this
context, the variation in the slope inside a mangrove forest appears to be linked to the
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morphological and evolutionary conditions (i.e. the shoreline changes) of mangroves.
Therefore, to understand the changes of the attenuation of both long and short waves

through coastal mangroves regarding the variation of mangrove widths associated with
the inside and the in front slope of a mangrove forest, the research focused on the “squeeze
condition”. The Swash model was validated for the first time with long waves using the
experimental data of wave penetration (Phan et al., 2018). The transformation and atten-
uation of waves in front of and through coastal mangroves at a real scale of the Mekong
delta coast was analysed in terms of the “squeeze condition", in which changes of the
mangrove width caused by the sea-dike construction were varied in terms of the inside
slope.

5.2 Methodology

A schematised model of coastal mangroves in the Mekong Delta was constructed in the
SWAN and SWASH model. SWAN is a third-generation spectral wave model that is usu-
ally used to calculate wave parameters in coastal regions, estuaries and lake from given
wind, bottom and current boundary conditions. Swan is based on the wave action bal-
ance equation with sources and sinks. It was developed By Delft University of Technol-
ogy and was supported by Office of Naval Research (USA) and nowadays partly by Rijk-
swaterstaat. In the current study, the wave generated by wind, white capping, bottom
friction, depth-induced breaking and the dissipation of waves caused by vegetation are
the main physics introduced in the Swan model.

Coastal mangroves are considered to dominate the region between the MSL (1.95 m)
and MHL (3 m). Three different slopes inside mangroves, which are 1/200, 1/600 and
1/1000, were considered. The corresponding widths of the mangrove forest in these sce-
narios are 300 m, 900 m and 1500 m.In front of the mangroves, the slope is kept at 1/1200.

It can be noticed that right at the sea edge of the mangroves, long waves have an
equal, or an even higher, amount of energy than short waves (Phan et al., 2015). How-
ever, as low frequency waves cannot be produced in the SWAN model, a combination
of the SWAN and SWASH models is necessary to assess the attenuation of low frequency
waves through the mangroves. While the SWAN model is used to provide the wave trans-
formation from offshore to nearshore, the wave energy calculated from SWAN can then
be used as an input boundary for the SWASH model to calculate the wave transformation
up to the end of the mangrove forest.

In the current study, SWAN will be run in stationary mode. Furthermore, only one
cross-section perpendicular to the coastline will be considered. This means that only
one dimension (1D) model in SWAN will be studied. It is noticed that due to a very gen-
tle slope of the Mekong Coast (1/1000), the growth of waves induced by wind cannot
be neglected. Thus, a constant wind is introduced in SWAN. The direction of the wind
is always onshore, and the strength of the wind was estimated based on wave forecast-
ing nomograms. Furthermore, a standard JONSWAP-shape wave spectrum including a
peak period and wave height and wave height as a function of the return period is in-
troduced at the offshore wave boundary. This wave spectrum is determined based on
the wave data collection at Bach Ho station (Phan et al., 2015). The direction of waves is
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Figure 5.1: SWAN numerical results. Upper panel: Significant wave height transformation from offshore to
nearshore in case of no mangroves. Lower panel: Cross shore profile and chosen location to extract wave
spectrum (star markers).

onshore directed and is perpendicular to the coastline boundary. Furthermore, the third
generation mode for wind input, white capping (linear growth) and triad wave-wave in-
teractions are activated in SWAN. Moreover, a default value of the friction coefficient of
0.038 is used.

The SWAN and SWASH model were validated and shown to be efficient to produce
wave transformations from the offshore to the nearshore region (Zijlema et al., 2011).).
The capability of the SWASH model in simulating the wave height transformation with
and without mangroves was also verified (Phan et al., 2018). However, the ability of
the SWASH model in producing both low and high frequency waves was not yet exam-
ined. Therefore, before utilizing SWASH to simulate the long and short wave attenuation
through the mangrove forest, the capability of this model was examined using the ex-
perimental data of Phan et al. (2018). Results of the SWASH validation in this context are
presented in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the wave height transformation from the offshore to the near
shore region calculated by the SWAN model. It is suggested that the wave height first
slightly increases to about 3.6 m at 90 km aand then remains almost stable until 40 km
offshore. After that, the wave height reduces to about 3 m at 10 km offshore from the
shoreline (location y = 0km). Finally, the wave height significantly reduces toward the
shoreline. The variance density spectrum is extrapolated at several points along the
cross-section and shown in Figure 5.3. It is suggested that the wave energy slightly re-
duces up to 20 km toward the near shore region. After that the waves start to break and
the wave energy is significantly decreased. In this context, the wave energy at location
y =−20km was extracted from the SWAN model and introduced into the SWASH model
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Figure 5.2: Wave height transformation comparisons between physical model: without mangroves (black cir-
cles), sparse mangroves (orange triangles), dense mangroves (square blues) and numerical model: without
mangroves (black line), sparse mangroves (red line), dense mangroves (blue line) for different wave height
conditions. High frequency waves are represented in the left hand side and low frequency waves are repre-
sented in the right hand side.

as an input of the seaward boundary condition.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the different sources and sinks of the wave energy determined in
SWAN. While the upper panel of the figure shows the evolution of the individual source
terms of the wave energy in scenarios without mangroves, the lower panel of the fig-
ure shows the corresponding cross-shore profile and chosen locations where the wave
spectra were plotted (star markers). It can be clearly seen that the wave energy gen-
erated offshore by wind is dissipated due to white capping (location 110 km offshore).
From location 110 km to 80 km, there is a decrease in the remaining wave energy as the
energy generated by waves remain unchanged and the dissipated wave energy due to
white capping increases. This variation in the remaining energy causes a small increase
in the variance density (see Figure 5.3).

It is noticed that from location 20 km in front of the edge of the mangroves (the be-
ginning of the surf zone), energy dissipation due to white capping, bottom friction and
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Figure 5.3: Variance density spectrum (S) as a function of frequency at various cross-shore positions.

Figure 5.4: Evolution of the individual source terms of the energy balance.

the energy dissipation due to surf breaking increase significantly. As a result, the total
energy dissipation exceeds the energy generation due to the wind. Furthermore, at this
location (20 km in front of the mangrove edge), the presence of the energy redistribu-
tion due to triad interaction causes an energy transfer from low frequency to a higher
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frequency. At location 10km in front of the edge of the mangroves (the middle of the surf
zone), it can be seen that the total wave energy dissipation is most significant (Figure 5.4)
and the variance spectrum is reduced for all ranges of frequencies (see Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.5: SWASH numerical results. Upper panel: Significant wave height transformation near shore from
SWAN model (dashed line) and from SWASH model (solid line) in case of mangroves slope is 1/200, average
mangroves density. Lower panel: Cross-shore profile.

Figure 5.5 shows the more detailed transformation processes of waves from location
y =−20km to y = 0km determined by the SWASH and SWAN model in cases with man-
groves and where the slope inside the mangroves is 1/200. It can be clearly seen that
there is a large difference in the results of wave height variation between SWAN (dashed
line) and SWASH (solid line). While the shoaling and breaking processes can be clearly
seen in SWASH, those processes cannot be observed in SWAN, and there is a linear re-
duction in the wave height in SWAN. For example, it can be seen from the SWASH model
that the breaking processes of the waves in this scenario is around y = −4km. Further-
more, the slope of these coastal regions is very gentle. Therefore the shoaling process
may occur longer than in coastal regions where the slope is significant. It is noticed that
SWAN and SWASH are based on different governing equations. While SWAN is based
on the wave action balance equation and is a spectral wave model, SWASH is a non-
hydrostatic wave model. Therefore, SWASH is a phase-resolving model and SWAN is a
phase-averaged model. In this sense, SWASH calculates a time series of the sea surface,
while SWAN calculates the statistics of the sea surface. This means that the performance
of SWASH in strongly non-hydrostatic regions such as wave breaking regions is expected
to be more reliable than SWAN. Mangroves are assumed to develop in the region from
MSL to MHWL, corresponding with the distance from y = 0km to y = 0.21km. The wave
height attenuation process through mangroves within this particular area is the main
focus of this study.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Effects of slopes inside mangrove forests on the wave height at-
tenuation

Figure 5.6 illustrates the results of the wave height attenuation through mangroves (up-
per panel) and the wave set up (middle panel) in scenarios of average density of man-
groves with different inside slopes. The results show that changing the slope inside man-
groves does not only have an influence on the wave transformation in front of the man-
groves (from x =−0.5km to x = 0km), but also on the wave attenuation processes inside
the mangroves (from x = 0km to x = 0.21km). It is suggested that the steeper the slope,
the higher the wave height at the seaward edge of the mangroves (x = 0km). This is
probably due to reflection induced by the presence of mangroves.

Inside the mangrove forest, the wave height is significantly reduced from around 1 m
to 0.15 m within the first 200 m of mangroves. After that the wave height appears to re-
main stable. At the edge of the mangroves and the shoreline (land edge of mangrove for-
est), where there is no water and the wave cannot propagate further behind this point,
the wave heights increase and then strongly reduce toward zero.

Furthermore, in all scenarios it can be clearly seen that the waves set-down due to
the mangroves (Figure 5.6B). However, a slight wave set-up can be observed for the steep
slope of 1/200 in the first 50 m only. This means that the waves continue to break causing
wave set-up. Because of the shallow water depth, the waves start to break again at the
end of the forest.

Figure 5.7 illustrates the variation of the totally normalized wave energy attenuation
(panel A), the high frequency waves (panel B) and the low frequency waves (panel C)
in scenarios of average mangrove density with different mangrove slopes. It is shown
that the high frequency waves are damped significantly after only the first 200 m of the
mangroves (panel B) of the mangroves (panel B), while low frequency waves can pene-
trate much further and up to more than 1000 m inside the forest (panel C). Furthermore,
these results suggest that for both low frequency and high frequency waves, the steeper
the slope, the faster the normalized wave energy is dissipated inside the mangrove for-
est. This result is in line with that predicted by Phan et al. (2015) based on the XBeach
model.

Phan et al. (2018) suggested that the attenuation of waves through mangroves should
also be examined in terms of a relative length, i.e. the number of the wave length, in-
stead of an absolute length, i.e. the length of mangrove forest. Figure 5.8 illustrates the
wave attenuation of high and low frequency waves through mangroves regarding the
normalized wave energy and the number of wave length. It can be clearly seen that low
frequency waves dampen faster than high frequency waves in the first haft wave length.

Furthermore, the result suggests that for all scenarios with three different slopes,
while the normalize energy of high frequency waves is strongly reduced to about 1% after
the first wave length, the normalized energy of low frequency waves continues to dissi-
pate to 1% after one and a halve wave length. As far as the practice of engineering is con-
cerned, the bathymetry profile inside mangroves appears to associate with the concave,
convex and straight configuration (Figure 5.9c). In reality, the concave scenarios seem
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Figure 5.6: Comparisons between significant wave height (panel A) and wave set up (panel B) in case of man-
groves slope 1/200 (solid line), mangroves slope 1/600 (dash line), mangroves slope 1/1000 (dot line), average
mangroves density. Panel C: Cross-shore profile for each scenarios, mangroves forest is presented by the green
line.

to associate with the sedimentation cases and the convex scenarios seem to associate
with the most eroded cases. The wave height transformation and attenuation through
the mangroves in these different practical situations are illustrated in Figure 5.9a,b, and
the corresponding normalized wave energy variations, for both long and short waves,
are shown in Figure 5.10a,b. It is found that, although the difference in the wave height
attenuation though the mangroves is small, the wave set-up for the concave profile sig-
nificantly decreases inside the vegetation compared to other scenarios. From a physical
perspective, this means that there is a decrease in the local elevation in the mean wa-
ter level inside mangroves, which is not caused by the reduction in wave height but by
the decrease in the water depth induced by the concave profile. A smaller wave set-up
means that the local circulation is also smaller. Therefore, for concave profile scenarios
more sediments and nutrients may be deposited than for convex profiles, where wave
set-up remains unchanged throughout the mangroves (see Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of total (panel A), high frequency (panel B) and low frequency (panel C) normalized
wave energy attenuation in case of average mangroves density for different mangroves slopes: slope 1/200
(solid line), slope 1/600 (dash line) and slope 1/1000 (dash-dot line). Cross-shore profile with different man-
groves slopes are presented in panel D.

Figure 5.10 shows the total, high and low frequency waves attenuation through man-
groves in terms of the wave energy and the length of the mangrove forest. It is found that
that for all scenarios, high frequency waves dampen faster than low frequency waves.
Furthermore, it is suggested that the wave energy (total waves, high and low frequency
waves) reduces fastest for a concave profile scenario and slowest in convex profile sce-
narios. This demonstrates that a concave profile appears to provide a better natural
growing condition regarding energy absorption and sedimentation for a mangrove for-
est.
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Figure 5.8: Normalized high frequency (solid line) and low frequency (dash line) in case of average mangroves
density and different mangroves slope : slope 1/200 (black), slope 1/600 (red) and slope 1/1000 (blue) with
respect to the ratio between distance from the seaward edge of the mangroves to the measurement point and
the wave length.

Figure 5.9: Comparisons between significant wave height (panel A) and wave set up (panel B) in case of concave
profile, convex profile, and straight profile of the topography inside the mangrove forest. Mangroves forest is
presented by the green line.

5.3.2 Effects of slopes in front of mangroves on wave height attenua-
tion due to mangroves

When a mangrove forest has been degraded, the shoreline is usually eroded Phan et al.
(2015); Truong et al. (2017). Mangroves at the water edge appear to be eroded first and
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Figure 5.10: Normalize high frequency (solid line) and low frequency (dash line) in case of average mangroves
density and different mangroves topography : concave (black), convex (red) and straight (blue) with respect to
the ratio between distance from the seaward edge of the mangroves to the measurement point and the wave
length.

the slope in front of the mangrove forest may increase significantly. In this chapter, this
specific erosion scenario was for the first time considered by changing the slope in front
of a degraded mangrove forest from 1/1200 to 1/200. The results of wave height trans-
formation in this condition was shown in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12.

The results suggest that the difference of the wave height attenuation inside the man-
groves is small in these two conditions. However, it is shown that the presence of a slope
of 1/200 in front of mangroves causes a significant change of the incoming wave height,
resulting in a larger wave heights in front of the mangrove forest. Additionally, due to the
presence of the 1/200 slope there is an increase of wave set-up at around 250 m in front
of the mangrove’s edge. These conditions appear to be unfavourable for the stability of
mangroves at the edge of mangrove-water interface. It is also suggested there is a wave
set-down instead of a wave set-up inside the mangrove forest.

Furthermore, it is found that the wave height energy inside the mangrove forest in a
normal scenario (slope 1/1200, solid line) dampens much more faster compared to that
in eroded scenarios (slope 1/200, dashed line) (see Figure 5.12). This demonstrates that
changing the slope in front of the mangrove forest (from 1/1200 to 1/200) can signifi-
cantly influence the wave height energy absorption (both total, high and low frequency
waves) inside the mangrove forest.
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Figure 5.11: Upper panel: Comparisons between significant wave height (panel A) and wave set up (panel B) in
case of slope in front of the mangroves is 1/200 (solid line), and slope in front of the mangroves is 1/1200 (dash
line), average mangroves density, slope inside mangroves keep at 1/600. Lower panel: Cross-shore profile for
each scenarios. Mangroves forest is represented by the green line.

5.3.3 Effects of sea dike locations/mangrove width on the wave height
attenuation

Finally, the influence of sea dike locations on the wave conditions in front of and in-
side the mangrove forest was examined (see Figure 5.13). It is found that although the
wave height conditions in front of the mangrove forest remain almost the same when
the mangrove width is restricted, the difference in the wave height attenuation is mostly
significant after 50 m inside the mangrove forest. This means that, if the sea-dikes were
extended, the more vulnerable mangrove species dominating the landward area near the
sea-dikes appear to be the ones most influenced by changes in the wave conditions.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of total (upper panel), high frequency ( middle panel) and low frequency (lower panel)
normalized wave energy attenuation in case of average mangroves density for different slopes in front of man-
groves: slope 1/1200 (solid line) and slope 1/200 (dash line).

5.4 Conclusions

This study numerically investigates the influence of slopes in front of and inside the
mangrove forest and the location of a sea dike on the wave attenuation processes. The
results suggest that the slope inside mangroves does have certain impacts on the wave
characteristics, not only inside the mangroves, but also in front of the mangrove forest.
The steeper the slope inside the mangrove forest, the larger the wave height propagating
toward the mangrove edge and the faster the normalized wave energy is dissipated in-
side the mangrove forest. The results show that low frequency waves dampen faster than
high frequency waves in the first halve wave length. While the normalized energy of high
frequency waves is strongly reduced to about 1% after the first wave length, the normal-
ized energy of low frequency waves continues to dissipate to 1% after one and a halve
wave length. An increase of the slopes right in front of the mangrove forest causes larger
wave heights in front of the mangrove forest and slower wave height energy absorption
(both total, high and low frequency waves) inside the mangrove forest, which may be
an unfavourable condition for the stability of mangroves at the edge of mangrove-water
interface.

It is found that a concave profile appears to provide a better natural growing condi-
tion regarding the energy absorption and sedimentation for a mangrove forest. Although
the difference in the wave height attenuation through mangroves is small, the wave set-
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Figure 5.13: Upper panel: Comparisons between significant wave height in case of different sea dike locations:
sea dike at 300m (solid line), sea dike at 150m (dash line), average mangroves density, slope inside mangroves
keep at 1/200. Lower panel: Cross-shore profile for each scenarios.

up for the concave profile scenario significantly decreases inside the vegetation com-
pared to that in a convex profile scenario. Furthermore the waves energy (total waves,
high and low frequency waves) reduces fastest for a concave profile scenarios and slow-
est in convex profile scenarios. It is also seen that pushing sea-dikes toward the waterside
appears to have a significant influence on mangroves at the landside near the structure.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and
recommendations

It always seems impossible,
until it’s done.

Nelson Mandela

This is a concluding chapter, where main results of the study are summarised and pre-
sented in a logical way. Furthermore, a number of recommendations are presented for
further future research.
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6.1 Coastal mangrove squeeze

I N the past decades erosion has been observed at various regions along the southern
coast of the Mekong Delta, even at locations where sedimentation has been observed.

Because the south eastern and the eastern coasts of the MDRS are rich in sediment sup-
ply from the Mekong Delta River System, mangrove restoration i.e. planting of mangrove
forests is considered to be the better solution to mitigate coastal erosion in this region.
However, the achievement of this methodology has been limited so far .

At the locations of strong erosion, we observed that only a narrow strip of mangroves
of less than 140 m is left. Based on the empirical relationship of mangrove forest width
and coastline evolution from 1989 to 2002, it is suggested that the south eastern and
the eastern coasts of the MDRS appeared to be stable with a mangrove width ranging
from approximately 30 m to 259 m and 140 m on average. From a physical perspective,
it is noted that the complex roots, stems and canopies of mangroves can significantly
reduce wave energy and trap sediment and, thereby, enhance sedimentation within and
around the mangrove forest. In this context, the narrower the mangrove forest, the less
sedimentation would be attained.

Therefore, the hypothesis is that there should be a critical minimum width of the
mangrove forest in order for the mangrove forest to grow sustainably. If the human in-
terventions, such as fish-farms or sea-dikes, are too close to the mangroves (mangrove
width < critical minimum width), then the amount of wave height energy required to
be absorbed by the system is not enough. Consequently, mangroves, in this so called
“squeeze” condition, cannot grow sustainably.

In order to investigate the physical reason of this squeeze phenomenon, a schema-
tized model mimicking the wave attenuation processes in the Soc Trang province was
constructed in the XBeach model. Results from the XBeach model for the Soc Trang case
study illustrate the effectiveness of short-wave attenuation in a mangrove forest. On the
one hand, it is found that the short-wave height (high frequency wave height) is signifi-
cantly reduced to virtually zero after passing through less than 100 m of mangrove width.
On the other hand, long waves (low frequency wave height) need further distance for
their attenuation and thereby are able to penetrate much deeper inside the mangroves.
The simulation results show that for the case of dense mangroves, long waves can pen-
etrate in the order of 1000 m into the mangrove forest. However, after 300 to 400 m the
long-wave energy is about 10% of the wave height at the seaward edge of the mangroves.
This means, that the health of a mangrove forest appears to be related to the attenuation
processes of long waves, and that short waves seem to play a less important role. In other
words, within the mangrove forest, long waves play an more important role in creating a
favourable environment for seedlings and sedimentation than short waves.

6.2 Wave non-linearity effects

P Reviously, it is shown that long waves require a further distance to attenuate inside
mangrove forests than short waves. This means that the attenuation of wave height

inside mangroves appears to depend on the wave characteristic i.e. wave height, wave
length and wave period. Furthermore, it is noted that although many studies have been
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published on this topic, understanding the influence of wave characteristics on the wave
height attenuation inside a mangrove forest is still unclear. For example, how and to
what extent the wave’s non-linearity affects the rate of wave height attenuation is un-
known. Consequently, the attenuation of wave height inside vegetation is always pre-
sented and examined as a function of an arbitrary, absolute length scale i.e. per 100 m,
or according to the length of the mangrove forest. As a result, the attenuation rate re-
ported in the literature is usually inconsistent.

Therefore, in order to obtain more insight, a laboratory study of wave attenuation
through mangroves was performed with different scenarios covering a large range of
wave characteristics, including different wave heights and periods, including regular, ir-
regular, broken, and non-broken waves as well. The experimental results demonstrate
the role of vegetation in absorbing the wave energy, and thereby reducing wave height.
Additionally, it is observed that a wave set-down instead of wave set-up occurred inside
the vegetation. Furthermore, the effects of the wave non-linearity on the wave height
damping processes were investigated. It is suggested that the wave height reduction
should be evaluated according to a relative length, i.e the number of wave lengths and,
thereby, an effective wave transmission coefficient is proposed.

Moreover, the Ursell number was used to assessed the wave characteristics. The re-
sults illustrate that, as the Ursell number increases from 0 to 250, the wave attenuation
processes are significantly affected. This means that the stronger the wave non-linearity,
the stronger the wave height attenuation. However, it is found that for an Ursell number
larger than 250, the wave attenuation processes appear to be independent of the wave
characteristics. In this context, once the characteristics of wave height represented by
Ursell and the vegetation, represented by its density, and drag coefficient are known, it is
possible to predict the attenuation rate of the waves.

Additionally, a numerical model was constructed in SWASH and validated using the
experimental data. It is found that the model with only default values can well capture
the transformation processes of the wave heights observed and measured in the experi-
ment. For all experiments, a drag coefficient of 1.5 is adopted accounting for the turbu-
lent energy dissipation processes that cannot be resolved in the simulations. Moreover,
the attenuation distance of the mangroves in the physical model was broadened using
the numerical model, so that the wave attenuation rate of over up to ten wave lengths
could be determined. Finally, the wave attenuation rate for a specific mangrove density
was presented as a function of the number of wave lengths and the Ursell number, using
experimental data and extended numerical results.

6.3 Long wave attenuation

S O far, the wave height attenuation processes through the mangrove forest were exam-
ined by means of the number of wave lengths and the effects of wave non-linearity

on these damping processes were evaluated through the Ursell number. In this new
context, a unique laboratory experiment, including the attenuation of three main types
of infra-gravity waves through mangrove forests, was performed. These experimental
data sets were used to examine the wave height attenuation processes regarding the
cross-correlation functions, the wave energy dissipation per number of wave lengths and
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the Ursell number. While the mechanisms, in which different types of long waves are
created, propagated and penetrated into the mangrove forest, can be studied through
the cross-correlation function, the dependence of the low frequency wave attenuation
through mangroves on the length of a wave can be evaluated through the attenuation
rate of wave height according to the number of wave lengths. Finally, the influence of
wave non-linearity on the damping processes of low frequency waves can be shown
through the Ursell number.

The generation of low-frequency waves in the experiment was demonstrated and
clarified by a cross-correlation function. Furthermore, by adding additional low fre-
quency wave energy together with the short wave group at the wave paddle, free long
waves can be generated. Meanwhile, bound long waves can be created by the develop-
ment of the long waves with the short wave group. Moreover, forcing part of bound long
waves to break allows to reproduce the mixed bound and free long waves.

The effect of mangroves on the absorption of the low frequency wave energy was
shown by comparing the auto-correlation function of long waves, short waves and the
cross-correlation function between them in cases with and without vegetation. It is
found that the reflection of low frequency waves, clearly observed in cases without man-
groves, cannot be observed in cases with dense mangroves. This demonstrates that most
of the reflected long waves were absorbed by the mangroves.

Furthermore, introducing the low frequency wave energy dissipation according to
the number of wave lengths allows to demonstrate that both high and low frequency
waves dampen significantly over the first wave length. It is found that the long waves can
penetrate further into the mangrove forest than short waves. This means that the atten-
uation rate of the wave depends on its length and, thereby, the wave height attenuation
should be interpreted and determined according to a relative length scale, i.e. the num-
ber of wave lengths. In other words, longer waves require a further distance, depend-
ing on their corresponding lengths to dampen, to the same attenuation rate achieved
by short waves. However, the experimental results suggested that the damping rate per
number of wave lengths of the long waves is even larger than that of short waves for con-
ditions tested. This means that although long waves appear to penetrate further inside
the mangrove than shortwaves, their attenuation rate per wave length seems to be larger
than that of short waves.

It is also found that the attenuation rate of bound long waves is smallest, smaller than
that of the mixed bound and free long waves, and free long waves have the largest atten-
uation rate. Moreover, it is suggested that the larger the waves or the longer the wave pe-
riod, the faster the wave damping. In this sense, the attenuation of low frequency waves
appears to depend on the wave non-linearity and can be examined using the Ursell num-
ber.

Therefore, the relationship between the Ursell number and the rate of wave atten-
uation was studied, showing that the rate of short and long wave attenuation signifi-
cantly depends on the wave non-linearity: if the Ursell number is smaller than 1000, the
mangrove density has a strong influence on the wave attenuation if the Ursell number
is smaller than 500. For conditions tested, it is also found that while free long waves
are less dependent on the wave non-linearity, bound long waves and mixed bound and
free long waves strongly depend on the wave characteristics. Finally, It is shown that the
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larger the Ursell number, the larger the wave height dissipation. This means that the
wave non-linearity expressed by the Ursell number is the major factor controlling the
dissipation rate of the wave height of low frequency waves inside the mangrove forest.

6.4 Synthesis

L Ast but not least, in order to evaluate the philosophies learned at a small scale labora-
tory and by numerical studies, a larger, real scale schematised numerical model was

again constructed, but considering a different topography in and around the mangrove
forest. The results show that the topography within mangroves (slope inside mangroves)
does have an impact on the wave characteristics in front and inside of the mangrove
forest. It is found that the steeper the slope inside the mangrove forest, the larger the
wave height propagating the edge of mangroves and the faster the normalized wave en-
ergy is dissipated inside the mangrove forest. It is also suggested that high frequency
waves dampen more slowly than low frequency waves in the first half wave length, after
the normalized energy of the high frequency and the low frequency waves is reduced to
about 1% after one wave length and one and a half wave length, respectively. The larger
the slopes in front of the mangrove forest, the larger the wave heights in front of the man-
grove forest and the slower the wave height energy absorption (both total, high and low
frequency waves) inside the mangrove forest.

As far as practical engineering is concerned, a concave profile appears to provide the
best natural growing condition in regard to the energy absorption and sedimentation for
a mangrove forest. The results show that for the concave profile scenario, the wave setup
significantly decreases inside the vegetation compared to the wave set up in a convex
profile scenario. Furthermore, the wave energy, including total waves and high and low
frequency waves, reduces slowest in convex profile scenarios, and fastest for a concave
profile scenarios. It is also suggested that the smaller the mangrove width, the larger the
significant wave height inside the mangroves and the slower the attenuation processes.

6.5 Recommendations

At the end of this dissertation, certain knowledge gaps still exist; among which a real
scale validation and simulation regarding bed and suspended sediment are the most
challenging, but essential to better understand the squeeze phenomenon. Therefore,
the following suggestions are proposed:

• A field measurement data set in the context of the squeeze phenomenon would
allow to collect a complete, exclusive and comprehensive data set of (1) topogra-
phy in and around a mangrove forest with different scenarios including eroded,
accreted and normal cases; (2) wave propagation in front of mangroves; (3) wave
height attenuation inside mangroves. This data set is important to evaluate the
wave height propagation and attenuation processes under different conditions in
real situations. Based on the results, a practical engineering solution can be pro-
posed to restore the mangrove degradation and to reduce the erosion.
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• A detailed 2D and 3D numerical model, validated with field measurements includ-
ing the wave height conditions, but also the bed and suspended sediment in and
around the mangrove forest should be taken into account.
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